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We’re delighted that you are taking time to read the third 
issue of our technology magazine. As in our first two is-
sues, the magazine covers a broad range of interesting 
topics from the world of Heraeus, topics that highlight our 
diverse product portfolio and our technological expertise.

Innovation and technological expertise are decisive factors 
in the competition for international markets. Decreased 
innovation time and shrinking product lifecycles mean that 
companies must develop new products at an even faster 
rate. This is also the case for Heraeus, and innovation is a 
key element of our growth strategy. Innovations open new 
market segments and generate new technologies. They are 
pivotal to our success. Today, Heraeus holds more than 
6,000 patents and dedicates approximately € 80 million 
to research and development every year. Over 400 R&D 
employees in 25 development centers around the world 
fuel our innovative engines.

Our strengths are rooted in our experience and expertise in 
working with high temperatures and unusual, challenging 
materials. It all began in 1856 with our founder Wilhelm 
Carl Heraeus, who devised an innovative approach to 
melting platinum on an industrial scale. Head researcher 

Richard Küch later built upon that tradition of innovation 
with countless other developments. The heirs to Küch’s 
legacy – Heraeus’ researchers and developers – are laying 
the foundation for our company’s technological future with 
their innovations. The 2011 Heraeus Innovation Awards, 
described on page 32, are a proof to their achievements.

But in addition to innovation, the clear and transparent 
communication of innovative topics is also becoming 
increasingly important. This is particularly crucial for a 
technology group like Heraeus, because most of our prod-
ucts do their work behind the scenes and their essential 
contributions to ubiquitous products like smart phones, 
cars, and the internet are not immediately apparent.  
We want to bring them into public view with our technol-
ogy report. The examples on the following pages demon-
strate how our products, technologies, and innovations 
benefit society and contribute to global megatrends 
including the environment, energy, health, communica-
tions, and mobility.

Welcome to the innovative world of Heraeus.

Dear readers,

Dr. Frank Heinricht Jan Rinnert

Dr. Frank Heinricht Jan Rinnert

Board of Management of Heraeus Holding GmbH

EDiTorial
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As part of the joint international LISA (Laser Interferometer 
Space Antenna) project, the European Space Agency (ESA) 
is searching for evidence of gravitational waves – “ripplings” 
in the space-time continuum – which Einstein posited in 
1916 as part of his general theory of relativity. The precious 
metal cubes will play an important role when a test satellite 
for the LISA Pathfinder mission is launched in 2013 to test 
equipment and system functionality: These proof masses 
will be used to measure minute changes in distance caused 
by gravitational waves, even on an infinitesimal scale. The 
precious metals involved must be absolutely pure and free 
of even the tiniest flaws. 

“Strictly speaking, ESA imposed only one condition: The 
gold-plated gold-platinum cubes must free fall, so fluctuat-
ing accelerations must be limited to an extreme minimum 
determined beforehand. This minimum lies at the limits of 

On earth, niche products from Heraeus play a key role in 
cars, mobile phones, computers, optical fiber cables, in-
dustrial lasers, particle accelerators and airbags, and they 
are essential for high-quality analysis and surface disinfec-
tion in the food industry. But secretly, quietly and in the 
background, Heraeus also conquered outer space with its 
specialty products long ago, in satellites, rocket engines 
and unique special equipment for proving physicist and 
Nobel Prize winner Albert Einstein’s theory of relativity. 

With its materials and technology expertise, Heraeus 
produces not just millions of tiny precious-metal spheres, 
only a millimeter in diameter, used in the tips of fountain 
pens, but also absolutely identical five-centimeter cubes 
made of a special precious metal alloy. These cubes, 
composed of 73% gold and 27% platinum, will be used to 
help confirm Albert Einstein’s general theory of relativity. 

4

5 millio
n km

5 million km

Did Einstein  
get it right?
Heraeus conquered outer space with its specialty products 
long ago and now assists with high-precision experiments
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5 million km

The LISA (Laser Interferometer Space An-
tenna) project will position three satellites five 
million kilometers apart in space as an equi-
lateral triangle. Each of the satellites contains 
two of the gold-platinum alloy cubes from 
Heraeus. These cubes act as a reflector for the 
measurement system. The distance between 
the cubes, and thus between the different 
spacecraft, will be monitored by  extremely 

precise measurement technology and with 
the help of laser beams. This will enable 
researchers to detect space-time changes on 
an infinitesimally small scale and the result-
ing changes in distance between the satellites 
caused by gravitational waves. These distances 
serve as a reference and are therefore essen-
tial for measuring gravitational waves. “If the 
waves occur, the position of the satellites will 
change very minimally. These changes can be 
measured with our cubes, thereby providing 
proof of gravitational waves,” states Stefan 
Lang optimistically.

The LISA project

technical feasibility, not just the limits of technology,” 
 comments Stefan Lang, Sales Manager at Heraeus  Materials 
Technology, describing the challenge for his team. “We de-
signed the test cubes based on those limits. Additionally the 
combination of parameters is a design choice that had to 
meet the ESA requirement as a whole.” No sooner said than 
done: Within six months, two of these initial test masses – 
completely identical in composition and dimensions – were 
produced in Hanau; Heraeus kept one prototype in honor of 
the project. 
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The measurement principle relies  
on platinum and gold
Parts of the spectrum of gravitational 
waves cannot be measured on Earth 
because they get lost in background 
noise from atmospheric effects and 
seismic activity. Gravitational waves 
are generated by accelerated masses. 
The resulting changes to the gravita-
tional field spread at a finite speed, 
which automatically leads to the ap-
pearance of a wave progressing. It is 
expressed as a deformation in space-
time, i.e., in a periodic change in 
distance between neighboring proof 
masses. Therefore, the experimental 
proof of gravitational waves is “just” 
a simple distance measurement. But 
the structural changes the waves 
generate are very minute due to the 
rigidity of space-time.

Quartz glass spheres prove Einstein’s theory  
While the crucial test is still on the horizon for the 
platinum-gold cubes, the quartz glass experts at Heraeus 
can rest easy because another high-tech material was al-
ready able to help prove part of Einstein’s theory. Starting 
in 2004, NASA’s Gravity Probe B project began collecting 
important measurement data in orbit over a period of 18 
months using a research satellite. The goal of the experi-
ment was to prove two effects in Einstein’s general theory 
of relativity. Scientists from NASA and Stanford University 
in California want to use it to test under practical condi-
tions the extent to which the earth’s presence curves the 
structure of space and time (geodetic effect), and whether 
the earth’s rotation, as it were, drags space and time 
around with it (Lense-Thirring effect).  

According to NASA, the data evaluation concluded in 
2011 actually confirms Einstein’s theoretical considera-
tions. The core element of the Gravity Probe B satellite 
consisted of a 53 cm-long quartz glass block connected to 
a quartz glass telescope and containing four gyroscopes. 
These ping-pong-ball–sized spheres rotating at 5,000 to 
10,000 rpm were considered the roundest object in the 
world to date, and were made of Heraeus’ high-purity  
Homosil quartz glass coated with superconductive niobium.

“It was a particularly challenging task for our quartz 
glass, but that fascinating material once again proved its 
extraordinary capabilities. We’re happy that Heraeus could 
provide high-purity raw materials for the gyroscope and 
help confirm Einstein’s theory,” noted Dr. Ralf Takke, Vice 
President Optics Division of the Quartz Glass business 
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Triple prism made  

of Suprasil® quartz 

glass by Heraeus

1969 2009

Gaia

Gravity Probe B

Heraeus provides quartz glass for prisms

Launch of research satellite using 
quartz glass spheres from Heraeus

Did you know? 

Heraeus supplies the aero-

space industry with all types of 

components, for example, with 

parts made of platinum materials 

for jet propulsion or connectors 

for solar panels. Special iridium 

catalysts (space catalysts) from 

Heraeus are used to break down 

the rocket fuel hydrazine in 

engines for space probes and 

satellites. 

The infinite expanse of space  

is not an unknown niche for  

Heraeus, which has already 

supplied high-tech materials for 

use on the moon. In 1969, the 

Apollo 11 mission landed a laser 

reflector on Earth’s natural satel-

lite. This reflector contains 100 

triple prisms made of Suprasil®, 

a specialty quartz glass devel-

oped by Heraeus. To this day, 

the reflector serves to determine 

the exact distance between Earth 

and the moon. 

NASA selected this mate-

rial because of its extraordinary 

long-term resistance to ionizing 

radiation. To take the measure-

ments, a high-intensity infrared 

laser beam is directed at the 

retro reflectors, which function 

like a cat’s eye, and then the 

return transit time of the light is 

measured.

About space catalysts  
and quartz glass on the 
moon

Apollo 11 mission
Installation of a laser reflector on the 
moon with 100 triple prisms made of 
Suprasil® by Heraeus

Did Einstein get it right?
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How does a satellite reach its orbit?  

Experts know the answer: with apogee kick motors! Their function: to maneuver 

a satellite carried by an expendable launch rocket into its target operational alti-

tude. Normally an engine with 400 N of thrust powered by a two-component fuel 

consisting of monomethyl hydrazine and a nitrogen oxide mixture is used. In an 

apogee kick motor with typically 8 to 16 small vernier engines, the areas subject-

ed to high stress are fabricated of platinum materials. If there is a malfunction, 

the small engines can take over for the large motor (400 N) as well as the small 

ones (10 N). If the 400 N motors fails, then three small motors are switched on  

to replace it. The combustion chamber and nozzle throat of the jet are exposed  

to extremely high temperatures exceeding 1,400°C. 

The thrust places heavy mechanical stress on this area. Furthermore, low fre-

quency oscillation occurs in the area around the nozzle throat during the launch 

of the carrier rocket, which places high oscillation stress on the material. A third 

type of stress arises from the great differences in temperature: Since the vernier 

engines are used only to make small corrections and adjustments to the satellite’s 

position and orientation, they generally operate in pulse mode, which can quickly 

lead to temperature fluctuations from extremely low temperatures up to 1,400°C. 

The materials selected for this application must be highly stable and sufficiently 

resistant to corrosion at the maximum operating temperature, as well as extremely 

resistant to temperature fluctuations. Heraeus has developed alloys for the critical 

areas in the combustion chamber as well as the nozzle throat that are optimally 

suited for these extreme conditions.

group, with satisfaction. Heraeus supplied the gyroscope 
blanks along with the other intermediate quartz glass 
products for the project. At the time, around 1995, the 
entire material weight of the delivery was 900 kilograms in 
the form of three special quartz glass blocks, each weigh-
ing 300 kilograms and manufactured as a single mass.

New mission in orbit: Gaia
A new space mission for quartz glass from Heraeus is on 
the immediate horizon. In early 2009, Heraeus delivered 
raw materials made of quartz glass for prisms and lenses 
for the Gaia astrometry satellite, a project of the Euro-
pean Space Agency, ESA. During its space mission, the 
Gaia satellite will determine the positions, distances and 
movements of approximately one billion stars. These astral 
measurements will help explain the origin and develop-
ment of the Milky Way. The mission will launch in 2013, 
and the scientific community and Heraeus are already 
greatly anticipating the results. Dr. Jörg Wetterau
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Want to know more?

Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Corporate Communications

Heraeus Holding GmbH

Heraeusstraße 12 - 14, 63450 Hanau

Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-5706

E-mail: joerg.wetterau@heraeus.com

www.heraeus.com

Gaia

20132011

Launch of research satellites LISA/Gaia and Lisa PathfinderHeraeus provides quartz glass for prisms

Data evaluation concluded

Stefan Lang with a 

prototype of the gold-

platinum alloy cube.
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Aluminum is favored the world over as a light metal by the 
automotive, aircraft, and packaging industries. Between 
35 and 40 million tons are consumed every year. The 
bad news: Its production is very energy intensive. For that 
reason, companies are seeking energy-saving measures for 
every segment along the aluminum melting process line. 
One example is in the area of temperature control: Faster 
and more exact measurement of an aluminum bath’s tem-
perature means more precise electrolysis – and less energy 
consumed at this point along the process chain. Now 
 Heraeus presents an innovation in measurement technol-
ogy. Instead of utilizing the industry standard thermocou-
ples and pyrometers, our sensor experts offer temperature 
measurement with optical fibers.  

Aluminum is produced exclusively from aluminum oxide 
through fused-salt electrolysis using the Hall-Héroult proc-
ess at approximately 1,000°C. Between 13 and 17 kWh 
of power are consumed per kilogram of raw aluminum. 
For example, an aluminum plant that produces approxi-
mately 100,000 tons of aluminum per year consumes 
about as much electricity as a medium-sized city with over 
200,000 residents. The temperature of the melt must 
be monitored constantly during production. Until now, 
producers customarily used thermocouples with a type 
K thermopair of nickel/chrome-nickel or pyrometers. But 
there is a more innovative method.   

Measuring bath temperature faster and more precisely
FiberLance™ was developed to directly and precisely 
measure bath temperatures in industrial furnaces for 
primary aluminum production. The measurement system 

uses new technology: an optical fiber connected to a light-
detecting sensor. “The intensity of light travelling through 
the optical fiber from a light source such as the smelter 
is filtered over a specific wavelength and converted to 
temperature values according to Planck’s Law,” as devel-
oper Jan Cuypers from Heraeus Electro-Nite explains the 
measurement principle. The quartz glass optical fiber is 
consumed during measurement, but since it is supplied in 
100-m lengths on a plastic drum, companies can perform 
up to 10,000 bath temperature measurements without 
recalibrating the device. 

FiberLance™ was introduced to the market for primary 
aluminum production in February 2011. The new meas-
urement technology also means a paradigm change for the 
sensor specialists at Heraeus. “Using optical fibers is new 
for us, but it makes sense and expands our temperature 
sensor product segment. The sweat of our developers’ 
brows coupled with years of research work and industrial 
testing come together in this product,” explains Cuypers. 
“We collaborated with an outside partner, the National 
Physical Laboratory in London, on fundamental accuracy 
research, and internally with the specialty fiber group at 
Heraeus Quarzglas.”

Belgian R&D center brings innovation
With the development of the optical fiber measurement 
system, Heraeus Electro-Nite has once again established 
itself as a specialist and market leader for lances and im-
mersion sensors for the steel, foundry, and primary alumi-
num industries. “As the leading producer of measurement 
technologies for molten metals, we are convinced that 
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temperature  
measurement
Glass fibers conquer the aluminum bath
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with FiberLance we have achieved a breakthrough in the 
area of temperature measurement technology for primary 
aluminum production,” states Francis Dams, Head of 
Development at Heraeus Electro-Nite.  

At the research and development center in Houthalen, 
Belgium, around 40 employees work in close collaboration 
with customers to develop product solutions that contrib-
ute significantly to greater efficiency and higher quality in 
production processes as well as to improved working con-
ditions and environmental protection. To maintain its role 
as an innovation leader, the sensors business group invests 
over € 11 million annually in R&D, the highest develop-
ment budget within the industry sector. “Our development 
activities comprise a healthy mixture of basic research, 
product innovations, and the challenge of continually im-
proving existing products and adding application-specific 

versions,” comments Francis Dams, then citing another 
important reason for the numerous innovations in meas-
urement technology: “As a global expert and provider, we 
have an overview on how we can optimize measurement 
and monitoring of melting processes and the production of 
steel, aluminum, and copper. Our customers benefit from 
our experience and knowledge.” Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?

Wolfgang Glitscher

Heraeus Electro-Nite International N.V.

Centrum Zuid 1105, 3530 Houthalen

Phone: +32(11) 600-226

E-mail: wolfgang.glitscher@heraeus.com

www.heraeus-electro-nite.com

Developer Jan Cuypers gives insight to the inner electronics  

of FiberLance™.
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The Heraeus FiberLance™ 

•	 	Robust,	industrial	housing	designed	to	operate	in	 

strong electromagnetic environments

•	 Automatic	wire	feed	mechanism	

•	 Ability	to	store	10,000	measurements

•	 	Countdown	indicator	showing	the	remaining	 

measurements in the FiberCartridge 

•	 	Optional	trolley	available	for	effortless	navigation	of	 

the measurement system along the electrolysis  

furnace

In real-world applications, users enjoy a number of advantages: 

•	 	Measure more precisely:	The	optical	fiber	permits	extremely	accurate	
and	reproducible	temperature	measurement	(±	1	degree);	measurement	
accuracy	in	this	process	is	better	than	with	pyrometers	or	thermocouples	
with	nickel/chrome-nickel	thermopairs.		

•	 	Measure faster:	Very	short	measurement	times,	from	5	to	9	seconds,	
expose	operators	to	far	less	dust	and	heat.

•	 	Measure with confidence:	The	quartz	glass	optical	fiber	is	not	sensitive	
to	immersion	in	the	aluminum	bath,	in	contrast	to	type	K	thermocouples,	
which	frequently	fail	in	this	application.	This	measurement	method	offers	
better	protection	against	aggressive	salts	and	fluorides	created	during	the	
Hall-Héroult	process.

technology report    issue 3 | 2012



More components, less space, greater heat development: 
these are the catchphrases of modern electronics manu-
facturing. Heraeus is now demonstrating how to improve 
the established stamped circuit board (SCB) technology  
to meet more demanding requirements – specifically  
for the current light-emitting diodes (LED) applications.  
The solution: vertical electrical connections in the roll-to-
roll process.

Almost everyone’s mobile phone camera has a flash these 
days. But these devices have little in common with tradi-
tional flashbulbs from the days of analog photography.  
Modern flashes employ robust light-emitting diodes, or 
LEDs for short. LEDs can be found in mobile phones, 
automobile headlights, flashlights, and many more everyday 
devices. And to produce the light intensity required  
nowadays, LEDs need to utilize a great deal of energy. 

The LED rests on a chip that quickly becomes very warm 
due to its high energy demands – and it is crucial to 
dissipate this developing heat quickly and efficiently. But 
while requirements for light intensity are rising, ongoing 
trends towards miniaturization are shrinking the available 
space. These close quarters further increase the develop-
ment of heat in the chip as well. Heraeus has developed 
multiple layer or stamped circuit board (SCB) technology to 
dissipate heat on the chip carrier material quickly and 
efficiently. 

Trend toward complex LED packages
The current SCB technology was developed as a multiple 
layer structure of the carrier material/substrate with the 
aim of achieving more complex circuitry with one or more 
electronic components, coupled with faster heat dissipa-
tion and more efficient production processes. All these 
goals have been achieved with this innovative multi-layer 
material. The plastic and metal layers that form the 
different substrates in the multiple layer structure have 
different functions: The upper layer holds the complex 
circuitry, the middle layer forms an electrical barrier, and 
the lower metal layer comprises the terminal pad with a 
neutral heat dissipation plate. The material is manufac-
tured in a roll-to-roll process where the materials are 
wound up onto different rolls and then stamped, perfo-
rated, and structured as necessary. The plastic layer within 
the multi-layer SCB consists of a structured heat-conduc-
tive material that is adhesive on both sides, yet still a 
mere 0.05 mm thick. 

Andreas Steffen Klein, Project Development Manager with 
the Heraeus Materials Technology business group, explains 
the need for multiple layer technology: “The trend is 
clearly moving toward more complex, highly integrated 
LED packages or components, and therefore substrates as 
well. There are already products on the market with several 
LED chips and integrated active components. Several 
conductive layers, a so-called multi-layer substrate/SCB, 
are indispensable for creating the necessary circuits in  
the substrates.” 

Andreas Hinrich, a design engineer and developer with 
Heraeus Materials Technology, also played a substantial 
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Multiple layered systems as a carrier material for light-emitting 
diodes reduce space issues and improve heat dissipation 

carrier role for lEDs
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SCB – Stamped circuit board 

SCB technology combines metal and plastic layers. Both materials are initially 

prepared on separate rolls, structured, and then bound together with great 

precision via a laminating process. 

Although there are a number of different substrate or module solutions on  

the market, none of the existing technologies offer consistent material and design 

optimization – and thus cost savings – using a roll-to-roll process exclusively. 

Current uses for SCB technology lie primarily in LED chip carriers for short 

switching and flash applications. Additional applications may be feasible in  

the future.

Metal – plastic – metal (and a 

plastic layer when necessary) 

are suitable for laminating. The 

plastic film forms an electrical 

barrier and is available in 

various thicknesses. The VIAs 

(Vertical Interconnect Access) 

act as a vertical electrical con-

nection here.



role in developing the multiple layer structure. He is 
enthusiastic about the potential and pioneering opportuni-
ties for the trendsetting substrate: “The biggest challenge 
with regard to production capabilities was designing the 
controller for the laser beam during welding. We also had 
to take into account a variety of interactions with materi-
als, coatings, geometry, and so on. But the variety of 
different materials is precisely what enables us to 
configure the multi-layer structure to best meet require-
ments. The substrate is more than stable thanks to the 
adhesive coating on both sides of the plastic layer. The 
functional separation between upper and lower metal 
layers as well as the ability to connect these thermally or 
electrically using laser-welded VIAs (Vertical Interconnect 
Access) enable this carrier substrate to fulfill a wide 
variety of tasks.”

Innovative multiple layer technology with many advantages 
The multi-layer structure of the carrier materials enables 
complex circuitry within the package, and the multi-layer 
SCB’s flexible properties provide a cost advantage over 
ceramic substrates. The thermal parameters, and the 
substrates overall thermal performance, can be creatively 
optimized by selecting the right structure and material.

Andreas Steffen Klein summarizes: “The entire develop-
ment package posed a challenge from the start, ranging 
from the selection of appropriate materials to the produc-
tion process, which was supplemented by a laser welding 
process among other things. The interplay of the indi- 
vidual production steps posed a particular challenge.” 

Andreas Hinrich adds: “With this new technology and 
updated processes, we are meeting today’s challenging 

demands for quality, process reliability, corrosion stability, 
and heat dissipation. We succeeded by transferring the 
advantages of the ‘old’ SCB technology to multiple layer 
technology and then linking their potential.” 

In short: The multi-layer SCB improves effectiveness  
in heat management and enables more complex circuitry, 
which will ultimately benefit the flash LEDs in mobile 
phones, too. Guido Matthes

11technology report    issue 3 | 2012

Formative illumination: The multi-layer substrate was primarily codeveloped 

by Andreas Steffen Klein (on the left) and Andreas Hinrich.

Twin LED flash: The multi-layer SCB module with OSRAM Opto semicon-

ductors. (Photo courtesy of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors) 
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Platinum, a seemingly indestructible precious metal, has 
its weakness. Platinum poisons can appear in platinum 
crucibles during analytical laboratory investigations, 
ruining them in the process. Heraeus offers services to 
prevent this failure as much as possible – from production 
to technical support, recovery to recycling. ThyssenKrupp 
Steel in Duisburg, Germany, is one company that benefits 
from this service. 

ThyssenKrupp Steel’s in-house chemical analysis labora-
tory analyzes a vast array of liquid, gaseous, and solid ma-
terials used in production processes at their steel factory, 
with both the company and its subsidiaries utilizing the 
broad spectrum of analysis options offered. Lab employ-
ees perform hundreds of sample fusions every day. These 
specialists often need to create a reproducible series of 
measurements, so they utilize automated dissolution sys-
tems and X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF).

Heraeus provides equipment including crucibles, casting 
dishes, and tongs made from platinum and platinum  
alloys to ensure safe handling throughout the melting 
process. The equipment must be designed to function 
with automated equipment and the accompanying casting 

dishes must have an absolutely smooth and level surface. 
The automation process ensures that the samples have 
uniform material amounts and compositions. The casting 
dishes’ flawless surface ensures reliable measurements  
by preventing deflected X-rays during XRF. Dr. Eckhard 
Pappert, Head of Inorganic Chemical Analysis at Thyssen-
Krupp Steel, explains: “We cover a broad spectrum of 
analyses in our laboratories. Platinum crucibles from 

 Heraeus play an important role in a majority of our day-to-
day activities.” 

Extensive, tailored user support 
A platinum crucible can occasionally fail – even at the highly 
specialized laboratories of ThyssenKrupp Steel. If the reason 
for the failure is related to materials technology, Heraeus’ ex-
pertise is called in. A materials specialist from Heraeus works 
closely with ThyssenKrupp Steel to assess the situation, and 
the damaged material is brought to the Heraeus lab for closer 
study, a final investigation, and failure analysis. 

World class materials expertise enables the specialists at 
 Heraeus to find the right solution for every application. They 
are experienced in virtually all special cases and specific 
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Platinum in action: Platinum crucibles need to withstand very high temperatures during sample fusion processes. 

The destruction of platinum crucibles doesn’t  
have to occur – Heraeus technical support services 
for laboratory equipment help prevent it

Poison to analysis
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features associated with platinum laboratory equipment. A 
platinum crucible rarely fails all at once. Usually it is a grad-
ual process: A platinum poison can cause a hairline fracture, 
for example, which then expands when the crucible is used, 
eventually destroying it entirely. Heraeus’ materials experts 
examine the crucible and draw conclusions about the entire 
process based on the results. For example, if the  Heraeus 
experts determine that sulfur (a platinum poison) was present 
in the melt, ThyssenKrupp’s specialists in Duisburg can 
then search their processes specifically for this material and 
eliminate the cause of the failure. 

Heraeus is known for this approach to solving problems and 
for extensive, tailored customer support regarding material 
and design selection for crucibles and casting dishes. Advice 

can also be provided regarding the purpose and location of 
use, pretreatment of sample materials, and fusion choice, as 
well as temperature. Close collaboration with users such as 
 ThyssenKrupp Steel ensures that platinum laboratory equip-
ment maintains the highest quality and that no platinum 
poisons creep in. Guido Matthes
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The chemistry behind them:
Platinum poisons and their destructive effects 

Platinum’s resistance to corrosion and high temperatures may give 

the impression that this precious metal is indestructible. But in real-

ity, a number of platinum poisons can damage the material. Many of 

these poisons, such as sulfur or phosphorus, are common in everyday 

laboratory activities. Others such as arsenic and lead are harmless 

in their oxide form, but under reducing conditions, the oxide breaks 

down into its original components, and elemental arsenic and lead 

unleash their destructive effects on the platinum. The method of  

attack for these platinum poisons follows a simple pattern: First, 

a low-melting eutectic forms and dramatically reduces the melting 

point of the precious metal at that site (melting point of platinum: 

1,769°C; melting point of platinum-arsenic eutectic composition: 

597°C). This area melts the next time the critical temperature is 

exceeded, creating a crack or hole – and the crucible is destroyed. 

Because contamination by a platinum poison and actual failure 

due to the interaction described occur separately, and because the 

number of platinum poisons is rather high, the experts at Heraeus 

draw on many years of expertise to help pinpoint the cause.  

Who would have 

thought it? A platinum 

poison can have this 

destructive effect when 

incorrect handling of the 

precious metal crucible 

occurs. Heraeus’ user 

support can help pre-

vent this problem.

“We think of steel from a trace analysis perspective – and 
Heraeus helps us there. Platinum crucibles from the Precious 
Metals Technology business unit are indispensable in XRF 
analyses. Because of the broad analysis spectrum we cover  
in our laboratories at ThyssenKrupp Steel, we have to be able 
to rely on our lab equipment 100 percent.”  

Dr. Eckhard Pappert, Head of Inorganic Chemical Analysis, Research and 

 Development at ThyssenKrupp Steel

To find out more about the different platinum 

poisons and their effects, check the Platinum 

Corrosion Clock under downloads at:  

www.ptlabware.com.

In the solid matter laboratory at ThyssenKrupp Steel: Employees perform 

hundreds of sample fusions every day at the in-house chemical analysis 

laboratory. (Photos courtesy of ThyssenKrupp Steel)
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megawatts and  
negawatts  
Specialty emitters make all the difference

Renewable energy and energy savings are catchwords 
of our time and have become business-relevant topics. 
The goal is to produce megawatts of electricity through 
renewable energy sources, while also saving negawatts 
(i.e., negative megawatts) of energy through modern 
technologies. 
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Specialty emitters from Heraeus promote the 
twin goals of generating energy and saving it, 
although some energy is initially required to 
emit ultraviolet or infrared radiation. It may 
sound like a paradox, but it‘s not a contradic-
tion.

Infrared emitters consume energy, but they do 
it so efficiently that in many cases energy is 
actually saved over several industrial production 
steps. Infrared emitters also make possible the 
innovative heating processes that are needed 
to optimize the manufacturing of solar cells or 
wind turbine components.

Arc and flash lamps are used in quality assur-
ance testing and classifying solar cells and 
solar modules. In addition, the photovoltaic 
industry is working to employ UV technology in 
the manufacturing process for solar cells and 
modules, which will lead to dramatic economic 
and ecological improvements.

Specialty emitters save energy in laser  
and digital printing
Whether applying ink to labels, anti-corrosive 
coating to metal parts, transparent lacquer 
to plastic items, or color to decorative stone, 
a wide variety of coatings must be dried onto 
a vast range of products. More challenging 
requirements and outdated heat sources can 
quickly turn this process into an expensive and 
energy-intensive production bottleneck. For that 
reason, reducing energy and material costs is 
an important factor for industrial enterprises to 
maintain or even improve their competitiveness. 
It is important to examine these processes care-
fully and search for methods to deliver optimum 
results with the best energy efficiency.

Infrared emitters improve energy efficiency
The Alito Color Group from Leyton, London, 
gained a great deal from a simple swap: 
They replaced their old dryers, which utilized 
shortwave lamps in the near infrared (NIR) 
range, with a carbon infrared system (CIR) from 
 Heraeus. CIR emitters are particularly effective 
at drying inkjet print because they emit radia-
tion efficiently at medium wavelengths into the 
ink. These wavelengths are absorbed especially 
well by water-based ink and therefore are 
quickly converted into heat. CIR emitters ideally 
combine the effective medium wavelengths with 
high capacity and rapid reaction times. 

After successful testing, two carbon infrared 
modules were installed in the existing produc-
tion framework. Each 24 kilowatt module pairs 
with a special 4¼ inch print head in order to 
utilize the full capacity of the high-speed print 
heads.

Real-world experience shows that high print 
quality can be maintained even at maximum 
speed. Furthermore, the new emitters consume 
less energy than their predecessors and have a 
much longer lifespan, which has significantly 
improved energy efficiency in the Alito Color 
Group‘s system.

UV-LEDs: small, flexible energy saving
What do printing, trenchless sewer rehabilita-
tion, and contact lens manufacturing have in 
common? All of these processes employ a chemi-
cal reaction (polymerization), in which materi-
als are cured or dried with UV light. UV LEDs 
are becoming increasingly common in these 
industrial process steps. They can be switched 
on and off instantaneously during the produc-
tion process – without negatively impacting 
reliability or the LEDs’ typically long life time. 
This results in significant energy savings.

Innovative techniques used in the production 
of UV LED modules make it possible to apply 
UV radiation to the material from different dis-
tances without having to reduce the intensity. 
Their compact design allows a great deal of 
flexibility, so that UV LEDs can be utilized both 
portably and efficiently in small spaces within 
large systems.
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NobleCure® modular UV LED unit from Heraeus

Infrared and UV emitters help save 

energy in many industrial applica-

tions and promote renewable ener-

gies. This image shows infrared 

emitters for pipeline construction.
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Infrared heat for modern composite materials
Airplanes and cars should be lighter to save fuel, while re-
maining equally safe for passengers. Rotor blades in wind 
turbines need to be light but also very durable. 

Fiber-reinforced plastics are the material of choice in 
such cases. Modern composites are comprised of plastics 
like polyphenylene sulfide (PPS), polyetheretherketone 
(PEEK), or epoxy resins (EP) with carbon or glass fibers 
embedded in them. These composites are used to create 
short fiber-reinforced duroplasts for large chassis parts, 

long fiber-reinforced thermoplasts for high-load structural 
components, or woven rovings for wind turbine blades – 
and all must be manufactured as cost-effectively as pos-
sible. Infrared heat can help meet this requirement. 

Manufacturing products from composite materials requires 
various heating processes for activities such as curing the 
duroplasts, for example. Thermoplasts are heated to weld, 
mold, or reshape them. However, the volumetric fiber con-
tent and fiber alignment have a significant impact on heat 
conduction, so heating the composite materials homog-
enously is not a trivial matter. Infrared heating technology 
offers several advantages here. Infrared emitters have a 
very short reaction time – in the seconds range – making it 
easy to regulate the heat and helping to meter out energy 
correctly. Infrared systems are relatively compact units 
that heat large components on a conveyor belt without 
requiring a large-volume furnace to contain the entire part.

Producing oil and gas more economically
Pipelines are meant to transport oil and gas over long  
distances as safely and economically as possible. This 
places great demands on the pipes themselves.  
Pipestream Inc., a subsidiary of the Shell Technology 
Ventures Fund 1BV, has developed a new process for pro-
ducing long-length pipelines directly on site. Previously, 
pipeline assembly was a laborious process using relatively 
short sections of prefabricated pipe at the location. The 
new process permits faster installation and also increases 
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Xenon flash lamps of various shapes and sizes are used in solar testing.

Engineers at Heraeus Noblelight work across national borders.

CIR emitters transmit medium-wave infrared radiation into the color.
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UV and infrared emitters make solar cells more efficient

In photovoltaics, solar cells and modules have to be tested to check 

production quality, characterize the cells, and assign them to performance 

categories. Only optimally aligned cells are then united in a single module. 

To achieve this objective, manufacturers need reliable and reproducible 

light sources that replicate the solar spectrum as closely as possible. Xenon 

flash lamps – from small and circular to linear and up to two meters long – 

are the ideal specialty emitters for the job. 

Typically, the manufacture of solar cells uses QRC® infrared emitters with 

nano reflectors, which carry out processes in a vacuum or under high-tem-

perature conditions in a particularly stable and energy efficient manner.

Infrared emitters are part of the CIS Cluster Tool project sponsored by the 

German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF). Four partners 

are collaborating on developing a new production process for CIS semi-

conductor layers that reach the highest levels of module efficiency, with 

Heraeus Noblelight working on heating technology. 

Martin Klinecky, Project Manager for the CIS 

Cluster Tool project at Heraeus Noblelight: 

“Our project objective is an effective heating concept 

for RTP (rapid thermal processing). We want to de-

velop infrared emitters with an especially high capac-

ity and temperature resistance, achieve a high level 

of homogeneity in the radiation emitted, and create a 

modular and scalable heating concept.”

Debbie Playle, Managing Director of Heraeus 

Noblelight Ltd. in Cambridge:  

“In photovoltaics, many components contribute to 

improving solar cells. The spectrum of our pulsed 

xenon lamps is very similar to the sun’s. That is a 

crucial component in the production of solar cells. 

Accurate testing and sorting results in uniform,  

highly efficient solar panels. We are proud to 

 contribute to an industry that conserves fossil fuels and provides a truly 

clean energy future!”

the compressive strength of the pipes. A novel custom 
infrared system from Heraeus Noblelight – featuring the 
QRC® (Quartz Reflective Coating) infrared emitter with 
nano reflectors located directly on the lamp – makes the 
new heating processes a reality.

The new process relies on a thin-walled inner pipe for the 
liquid, with the compressive strength achieved via a sleeve 
made of strips of martensitic steel. This structure is then 
coated with polyolefin tape to protect it from corrosion. 
The tape is bonded to the tube using an adhesive, and 
high-intensity infrared emitters heat the pipe before the 
tape is applied. The coating’s thermal insulating effect 
makes it impossible to heat and cure the adhesive from 
the outside at a later time. Nevertheless, the tape is 
heated by several infrared emitters from outside as well 
to ensure that it retains flexibility. Additional modules 
with shortwave high-intensity emitters rotate around the 
pipe guided by a pyrometer. This measure guarantees that 
the adhesive will cure properly and prevents bubbling or 
excessive softening.

This modern method of pipe manufacturing allows for a 
continuous process with lengths of pipe stretching up to 
450 meters long. The individual production steps take 
place in standard ISO containers exactly where the pipes 
are needed. This will help bring oil and gas into areas 
where long distances previously made this inefficient and 
unprofitable. Dr. Marie-Luise Bopp

Want to know more?

Dr. Marie-Luise Bopp

Marketing

Heraeus Noblelight GmbH

Reinhard-Heraeus-Ring 7, 63801 Kleinostheim 

Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-8547

E-mail: marie-luise.bopp@heraeus.com
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Meeting the world’s nutritional needs would be unthink-
able without fertilizers. The most important raw material 
for nitrate fertilizer production is nitric acid. Since the 
beginning of the 20th century, this acid has been obtained 
by burning ammonium over a platinum catalyst. Heraeus 
has driven the development of the catalyst significantly, 
achieving higher yields of nitric acid and eliminating 
 undesirable by-products of the chemical reaction.

A catalytic gauze of fine platinum wire has been used for  
the ammonium oxidation process since 1909. The width 
of the wire is comparable to that of a human hair. Today’s 
producers are using gauzes with diameters of up to six 
meters made from platinum-rhodium alloys. Due to the 
continuous development of catalyst systems, production 
of nitric acid has steadily increased over the last few dec-
ades. “We have now developed the next generation: highly 

active wafers of fine platinum-rhodium fibers made from 
platinum-rhodium alloys. This new catalyst was made pos-
sible by using a variety of Heraeus technologies,” notes  
Dr. Stefan Vorberg, Developer at Heraeus Materials Tech-
nology, in describing this near-revolutionary innovation. 
When compared to gauze, the catalyst wafers enable a 
higher yield of nitric acid and, in turn, fertilizer. 

Precious metal cycle supports nitric acid producers 
Regardless of the technology used, valuable platinum  
from spent catalysts can be recovered in an environmen-
tally friendly way through the precious metal cycle.   
Heraeus has particular expertise in the recovery of platinum, 
palladium, and rhodium from residues and used products 
containing precious metals. New products for industrial 
applications are then created from the recycled metals. 
Heraeus also concentrates on recycling industrial cata-
lysts, such as platinum gauzes for the fertilizer industry 
and bulk-material catalysts for industrial chemical proc-
esses. 

A customer purchasing new platinum gauze for a factory, 
for example, benefits from diverse services in a variety  
of different areas. The client can secure the price of the  
platinum and rhodium required for the gauzes in a price- 
hedging deal with the trading department early in a pro-
ject, thereby creating a stable basis for calculations. The 
trading department then procures the required metal at 
the correct purity grade by the start of production and sup-
plies it to the department producing the product. 

When used in the nitric acid reactors, the structure of the 
catalysts changes, improving their efficiency. Over a period 
of several months, however, catalytic activity diminishes 
as the surface of the gauzes becomes contaminated. 

1818

(r)Evolution of  
platinum gauzes
Nitric acid producers benefit from Heraeus’  
precious metals expertise in numerous ways.

Catalyst revolution: highly active wafers made from platinum-rhodium fibers
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Therefore, the gauzes must be replaced periodically. The 
Heraeus recycling unit supports customers in the recovery 
of metal, which the appropriate product area then uses to 
produce new gauzes. Any additional purchases of precious 
metals needed in this process are in turn handled by Pre-
cious Metals Trading. By closely integrating the trading,  
recycling, and product areas, Heraeus can offer its cus-
tomers an uninterrupted precious metal cycle. 

Custom solution for a cleaner environment
As important as the production of nitric acid is to our  
food supply, from an environmental standpoint it comes 
with an unpleasant side effect: nitrous oxide. A by-product 
of the oxidation of ammonia, nitrous oxide (N2O) is a 
pollut ing gas that has 300 times more impact on the at-
mosphere than a comparable quantity of carbon dioxide. 
Therefore, it should ideally be neutralized immediately af-
ter it is formed. Here too, the specialists at Heraeus have 
developed custom catalysts that break down the nitrous 
oxide into environmentally friendly nitrogen and oxygen, 
the two primary components of our atmosphere. 

It is crucial that these secondary catalysts do not negative-
ly affect the yield of the process’s actual products (e.g., 
nitric acid) and that they eliminate the unwanted nitrous 
oxide almost entirely. By using a catalyst material that  

can withstand the harsh conditions and high temperature  
in ammonia oxidation reactors (approx. 900°C), the nitrous  
oxide can be pyrolyzed immediately after formation in the 
reactor vessel. 

Because the space in the reactor is extremely limited,  
the catalysts are loaded as flexible bulk material in the 
form of small precious-metal-coated ceramic rings or, 
more recently, ferric-oxide-coated cylinders. However, 
other solutions are needed if the reactor design precludes 
using these catalysts or if an additional cleaning step is 
required.  Heraeus has additional catalysts that can per-
form at substantially lower temperatures and eliminate the 
nitrous oxide in the exhaust gas system before it reaches 
the exhaust stack and enters the atmosphere. 
Dr. Jörg Wetterau
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Want to know more?

Platinum gauzes glow during ammonia oxidation.

The precious metal cycle 
in nitric acid and fertilizer  

production
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Heraeus already ranks as a global leader in the pro-
duction of platinum-based agents for cancer treat-
ment (chemotherapy). The Heraeus Pharmaceutical 
Ingredients has expanded its product portfolio via 
the biosynthesis of Epirubicin and Idarubicin, used 
as antitumor agents in cancer therapy.
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It is obvious that this is a high-security facility: A plant 
tour through the production facilities for antitumor agents 
with the Head of Technical Operations of Heraeus Precious 
Metals’ Pharmaceutical Ingredients business unit is a trip 
into another world.

“Safety and environmental protection are our top priority,” 
confirms Dr. Friedrich Wissmann right from the start. The 
production areas for manufacturing highly effective anti-
tumor agents must be absolutely clean. Each employee 
and visitor must pass through the cleanroom air locks and 
put on cleanroom suits. All rooms are completely separat-
ed from one another. Products, exhaust, and waste water: 
Nothing can mix.

A production room for platinum-based pharmaceutical 
agents is not particularly large, not even 100 square me-
ters. Not a speck of dust can be seen; the air is completely 
free of odors. “A batch of this pharmaceutical substance 
can help up to 6,000 cancer patients, but is also enough 
to sicken countless healthy people as well,” notes Wiss-
mann while explaining the safety measures. Strict quality 
regulations require regular swab samples of surfaces, air 
quality in the room, simulated testing of breathing air, and 
regular blood and urine tests for platinum, which could 
cause long-term damage to the employees. “Hospital 
personnel who handle these substances are much more 
exposed to them than our employees are. I always tell our 
people: Never again will this substance be as pure as it is 
here.” The pride this man, who holds a doctorate in chem-
istry, takes in the high quality standards of his company is 
 obvious, even if only a small part of his face is visible in 
the protective cleanroom suit.

“For example, at Hanau we produce Cisplatin, our ‘oldest’ 
product. Even in cases of advanced testicular cancer, it of-
fers a survival rate of 95 percent.” Helping produce these 
products for healing severely ill patients gives a researcher 
like Wissmann a real sense of satisfaction – although it’s 
clear that chemotherapy is a very painful process.

The Heraeus equipment has been approved by regulatory 
authorities in the European Union, USA, Canada, and 
Japan. Pharmaceutical companies need facilities like that 
to get produced active substances of highest quality. Then 
they fill these substances under aseptic conditions into 
the therapeutic dosages in their plants.

Harvesting the 
 products of bacteria

A fermentation plant for highly active antitumor agents 
 provides new opportunities for pharmaceutical manufacturers
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High-tech, high-purity: the Heraeus fermentation facility
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Beer or bacteria: It’s still fermentation
The next stop on the tour is the new fermentation 
plant, the first and only one at Heraeus so far. Here 
too are cleanroom air locks, smaller and even stricter, 
because the safety level is higher. Each employee 
has to work under absolutely sterile conditions all 
the time, not just for limited periods as with other 
chemical production processes. “Microbiological 
work is completely different from our typical chemi-
cal activities and procedures. For that reason, we’ve 
hired a specialized microbiologist and several techni-
cians to train our employees.”

The process begins in a small room of about 10 
square meters. The biotech company that devel-
oped the genetically modified bacteria strain and 
has entered into a strategic alliance with Heraeus 
delivers the bacteria in small ampoules. These are 
deep frozen and stored. At production time, vials are 
thawed and mixed in Erlenmeyer flasks with a solu-
tion of sugar, proteins, vitamins, and other nutrients. 
The incubator used is small, no larger than a shelf in 
a kitchen cupboard.

Just as in a brewery, first sugar is added to multiply 
the cells before fermentation begins. The incuba-
tor gives the bacteria optimal conditions, right at body 
temperature and with gentle shaking to keep everything 
well mixed. Once the microorganisms have multiplied 
sufficiently, they are taken to a second room and tested 
for identity (are they the right bacteria?), vitality (do they 
divide at the proper rate?), and productivity (do they pro-
duce the desired substances?).

Harvest time
This finally brings us to production. Things are sparkling 
clean here, and an indefinable odor is in the air – some-
what metallic, but not unpleasant. A freshly dissolved 
nutrient base is fed into the premix vessel, a large tank 
with a 1,200-liter capacity. It is then transferred into two 
150-liter pre-fermenters and sterilized at 121°C. Once 
cooled, the cultivated bacteria are transferred into the 
pre-fermenter. 

“Come and see it here.” Wissmann looks enthusiastically 
through the sight glass on the fermenter. A clear fluid is 
bubbling as air is added and the mixture is stirred vigor-
ously. Constant monitoring ensures that identity, vitality, 
and productivity are all on target. This process is repeated 
in one of the two 3,000-liter main fermenters. We watch:  

Again, a nutrient solution is prepared and sterilized. The 
cultivated bacteria are transferred from the pre-ferment-
ers. They multiply. Once they reach a certain cell density, 
the nutrient supplement is changed. This influences the 
bacteria’s metabolism and that is what it’s all about: The 
goal of the process is to retrieve a metabolic product of 
the bacteria, the intermediate that leads to the actual ac-
tive pharmaceutical ingredient.

“Now it’s harvest time.” Friedrich Wissmann proudly 
presents the small, jelly-like balls that have been col-
lected in the filter system. The solution containing all the 
bacteria from the main fermenters was passed through a 
filter, and the fluid collected in a waste container. This is 
normal, everyday waste-water, free of intermediates, that 
– after proper treatment – can be disposed like water from 
the kitchen sink. “It is impossible to be more environmen-
tally friendly!”, comments Wissmann with satisfaction.

Then the cell mass is rinsed, and a chromatographic 
process is utilized to purify it of residual nutrients and 
 undesirable by-products. Now comes the final step: a 
 single chemical synthesis instead of the many steps  
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“A batch of this 
 substance can help  
up to 6,000 cancer  
patients.”

Dr. Friedrich Wissmann
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used by all other producers of Rubicines. This makes  
the production process cost-effective and ensures the 
highest level of purity. Impurity levels in this fermentation-
based product are significant lower than 0.1 percent, 
while they typically range between 0.1 and 0.5 percent for 
the chemistry-based product.

Heraeus has helped countless cancer patients with its 
platinum-based antitumor agents over the years. But with 
its fermentation of highly active antitumor pharmaceutical 
ingredients, the company has broken entirely new ground. 
“We offer the pharmaceutical industry a wide range of op-
tions with regard to cost-effective synthesis of highly pure 
products,” states Wissmann. “And that’s where our future 
lies.” Bärbel Döhring

Want to know more?

Dr. Friedrich Wissmann

Business Unit Pharmaceutical Ingredients

Heraeus Precious Metals GmbH & Co. KG
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Cancer drugs with and without platinum

With its fermentation plant, Heraeus is pioneering new pathways 

for the manufacturing of anticancer agents. Heraeus Precious 

Metals’ Pharmaceutical Ingredients Business Unit uses a biosyn-

thetic process to produce a variety of Rubicines, taking a large 

step from inorganic via organic chemistry into biotechnology. The 

production of pharmaceutical antitumor ingredients is nothing 

new for Heraeus; the company has been producing chemothera-

peutic agents such as Cisplatin and Carboplatin since the early 

1980s. All of these early agents had two things in common: They 

were platinum-based and interfere with the normal reproduction 

process of the DNA. These agents inhibit cell division, and the 

tumor cells die.

Manufacturing active sub-

stances for the pharmaceutical 

market requires specialized 

expertise. In order to comply 

with regulatory requirements, 

manufacturers have to provide 

comprehensive documenta-

tion associated with stringent 

quality assurance processes. 

Finally, manufacturers have 

to guarantee that these phar-

maceutical ingredients are 

extremely pure to avoid harm-

ing cancer patients more than 

necessary during chemotherapy.

Producing anticancer agents by means of organic synthesis was 

another step toward the new technology. These agents are based 

on carbon compounds rather than on platinum. However, the 

production processes are significantly different from those re-

quired to produce platinum-based pharmaceuticals. Heraeus has 

been producing drugs including Dacarbazin, Thiotepa, and others 

since 1996. These anticancer drugs also interfere with the cell 

division process, but with a more targeted approach.

Rubicines are more specific agents

The next crucial step was initiated by a cooperative agreement 

with a biotech development company. The firm developed geneti-

cally modified bacteria so that they produce an intermediate for 

the antitumor agent Epirubicin. All chemical synthesis required 

is reduced just to one step. Other manufacturers require up to 

seven chemical steps to obtain the same product. Active agents 

of the Rubicine group have been used in cancer therapy for 20 

years, but it is extremely difficult to synthesize them chemically 

because of their complex structure. They are often more specific 

in targeting only certain cells.

This broadening of expertise opens up completely new product 

areas. Now Heraeus can develop and produce pharmaceutical 

ingredients not only for producers of generic drugs, but also for 

the innovative pharmaceutical companies. And biotechnology is 

playing an increasing and important role in this market.
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“Heraeus Medical’s antibiotic coatings for implants are not 
only pioneering access to cementless arthroplasty, they 
are enabling us to enter an entirely new field of indication. 
New markets are opening up as a result. The benefit to 
the patient is immense while, at the same time, insurance 
companies can save significant costs with this technology 
by avoiding surgical side infections.”
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There is a great deal of discussion about cemented and 
cementless implants, but one thing has long been certain: 
Implanting and securing an artificial joint using bone ce-
ment such as PALACOS® costs significantly less than the 
cementless options; the data now shows that they also last 
longer. Bone cements containing antibiotics can reduce 
the number of complications such as infection-related 
prosthetic loosening by 50 percent. Heraeus Medical 
has been a pioneer for decades with its PALACOS® bone 
 cement, both with and without antibiotics, and now offers  
an anti-infective coating process for cementless prosthe-
ses to round out its product portfolio. 

Germany relies on arthroplasty
Implanting artificial hip and knee joints (prostheses) has 
become one of the most common surgical interventions in 
Germany, especially as the average life expectancy rises. 
Approximately 400,000 artificial joints were implanted in 
2009; about 35,000 of those were replacement opera-
tions, also called revisions. Stress from excessive sports 
activity or obesity can lead to joint damage at an early age. 
Furthermore, Germans have above average expectations for 
symptom relief and high quality of life. Arthroplasty offers 
a quick return to mobility. 

From both an economic and ethical perspective, the 
method of choice is a prosthesis secured with bone ce-
ment containing antibiotics. Nevertheless, the number 
of cementless hip implants has risen in recent years. 
For doctors and patients discussing the choice between 
cemented and cementless options, the assumption seems 
to be “more expensive means a better outcome,” even 
if numerous clinical studies have proven the opposite to 

The future  
of arthroplasty 

Cemented artificial hip and knee replacements:  
Best-practice demonstrates a clear advantage
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be true. In addition, long-standing misconceptions about 
the additional work and expense during operations still 
circulate. Cementing does require a few more steps during 
the operation, but in patients’ everyday lives, the advan-
tages of this method outweigh the effort. Heraeus Medical 
keeps developing new technology to minimize these steps. 
Moreover, Heraeus Medical has enabled the highest opera-
tion room (OR) standards with its PALACOS® bone cement 
for decades. 

Cost, lifespan, and revision
The success of an operation is measured by the lifespan 
of the implant, i.e., the amount of time that the patient 
experiences satisfactory mobility with the artificial joint. 
Ideally, this period can last up to 25 years; but should a 
postoperative infection arise, a premature replacement 
operation (revision) becomes necessary. The cost for an 
infection-related revision procedure is high for everyone 
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Bacterial colonisation by Staphylococcus aureus, one of the most 

frequent causes of premature replacement operations.
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involved: Another hospital stay for the patient comes with 
added risks and pain, and the healthcare system must 
absorb substantial additional costs. To improve quality 
and reduce costs, some countries established arthroplasty 
registers decades ago in order to trace possible material 
failures and surgical errors. 

The “cement paradox”
Long-term observations from the Scandinavian ar-
throplasty register confirm that implants secured with 
PALACOS® bone cements containing antibiotics have a 
significantly lower revision rate than cementless options. 
Nevertheless, the number of cementless joint replace-
ments is on the rise. 

According to Dr. Per Kjaersgaard-Andersen (Assistant Pro-
fessor/Consultant Senior Surgeon of Orthopedic Surgery, 
Copenhagen, Denmark), this indicates an information defi-

cit. He calls it the “cement paradox” in arthroplasty. The 
effort required for mixing, applying, and curing the bone 
cement is obviously being overestimated. Kjaersgaard-
Andersen hopes to see a reversal in this trend back to a 
proven and, in most cases, superior process – using bone 
cement with an antibiotic supplement. 

Reducing costs also protects patients – two things that 
seldom go hand-in-hand 
Three factors influence the durability of an implant, 
among other things: The quality of the material in the 
implant, the surgical performance by the operating physi-
cian and the method of fixation; whether it is cemented 
using bone cements containing antibiotics or cementless. 
Cemented prostheses have major advantages for both the 
healthcare system and the patient. A 50 percent reduction 
in the revision rate due to infection is a significant contri-
bution to patient protection. At the same time, costs are 
reduced dramatically. Ethics and economics are insepa-
rably linked here.

Reducing the risk of infection
Interest in identifying and minimizing risks is growing 
amongst doctors, health insurance companies, and pa-
tients alike. Do material defects in the implant or an error 
by the OR team lead to revision surgeries? The German 
arthroplasty register, started in April 2011, will provide 
answers to this decisive question. “Our goal is to cut the 
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Unit Coating: Sebastian Gaiser, Dr. Katerina Copanaki, Slawomira Chmil (from left to right)

“We can no longer afford to ignore 
quality issues. We need long-term 
stability in arthroplasty and in 
data as well.”  

Heraeus innovations for arthroplasty
Implanted prosthetic joints are utilized to counter age-related joint 

wear and joint damage from constant strain or accidents. The most 

common operation of this type is a hip replacement. The advantage: 

a rapid return to mobility.

Immediate mobility and excellent reliability with  
bone cement
Two methods have been developed for anchoring prosthetic implants: 

cementless and cemented implants. Cemented implants do not need 

to grow into the bone and can therefore bear weight shortly after the 

operation. Long-term prognoses are also favorable. Bone cements 

containing antibiotics significantly reduces the risk of postoperative 

infections. Heraeus Medical offers a unique portfolio of bone cements 

containing antibiotics for various applications.

Dr. Joachim Hassenpflug (Director of Orthopedic 

Surgery, University Hospital, Kiel) worked tirelessly 

to establish Germany’s arthroplasty register and is 

now CEO of the nonprofit EPRD GmbH.

http://heraeus-palacademy.com/en/home/home.aspx
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revision rate in Germany in half.” Thomas Ballast, Chair of 
the German Health Insurance Alliance (vdek), welcomes 
the launch of the arthroplasty register: “Every revision 
operation that we can avoid through information from the 
register means one less painful and potentially risky opera-
tion for our insured patients.” 

Potential savings of € 30 million with bone  cements 
 containing antibiotics
A mere one-percent reduction in revisions leads to an 
annual estimated potential savings of up to €  30 million, 
when optimizations based on findings from the European 
arthroplasty registers are applied to expenditures by the 
German healthcare industry. The substantial savings seen 
in other countries can be documented and traced back to 
the use of bone cements with prophylactic administration 
of antibiotics. 

Outlook: fewer operations and lower costs 
A few more minutes of operation time for the cementing 
process leads to far-reaching benefits for patients, as well 
as budgets. Utilizing cement means a significantly better 
prognosis than cementless fixation. To put it simply: A 
quarter of an hour longer in the OR on average can cut 
today’s infection numbers in half. What’s more, cemented 
implants cost less than cementless options. Regardless 
of which side of the cost/benefit analysis you are on, 

patients benefit directly by avoiding the stress of revision 
operations, and indirectly in the form of lower insurance 
premiums because of major cost reductions.  
Johannes Faupel
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Want to know more?

S

Heraeus Medical GmbH

Philipp-Reis-Str. 8-13

61273 Wehrheim

Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-2958

E-mail: info.palacos@heraeus.com

www.heraeus-medical.com

Primary differences between the surgical methods 
When anchoring the prosthetic implant using cement, more bone 

must be removed than with cementless implants. PALACOS® bone 

cement from Heraeus is mixed during the procedure and cures by 

means of polymerization within a few minutes of implanting the 

artificial joint. Antibiotics are added to the cement as a prophylactic 

measure. They are slowly released from the cement surface at the 

operation site and are active both during and after the operation. 

The cementless operation can proceed more quickly, but the surgical 

technique involved is substantially more challenging for surgeons 

and OR teams. Local prophylactic treatment with antibiotics can be 

administered via a coating of the implant itself; Heraeus Medical also 

offers technologies to do this.

Dr. Sebastian Vogt, 2010 Heraeus Innovation Award winner

Coatings from Heraeus Medical:
Preventing infections in arthroplasty
Heraeus Medical has also developed a process for applying an 

antibiotic coating to cementless prosthetic implants. Patients can 

therefore benefit from preventative local antibiotic use even if they 

choose a cementless procedure. The antibiotic is released directly 

from the implant at the operation site within the body over a defined 

period of time, preventing infections from taking hold.

SEM micrograph of an uncoated medical fleece (on the left) compared to 

one coated with gentamicin palmitate.

L D2.3 x250  300umL D2.5  x250  300um
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The classic cement PALACOS®  
and new developments 
PALACOS® bone cement has been setting the standard for firmly 

securing artificial knee and hip joints since 1959. The first bone 

cement with antibiotic agents followed in 1972. Materials and equip-

ment are constantly being optimized, for example, with a ready- 

to- use cement innovation that enables surgeons to apply the cement 

quickly and easily. Dr. Sebastian Vogt and his team won the 2010 

Heraeus Innovation Award (Product Innovation) for the development 

of this new type of bone cement.
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A custom infrared oven from Heraeus helps with 

paint testing in Akzo Nobel’s laboratories.

Heraeus Noblelight counts itself among the market and 
technology leaders worldwide for specialty lamps and 
systems with wavelengths from ultraviolet to infrared 
for industrial, scientific, and medical applications. This 
business group produces specialty light sources all over 
the world for analytic measurement technology, water dis-
infection, air treatment, and sun simulation, as well as for 
many industrial processes that require infrared heat or UV 
radiation. As broad as the spectrum of applications may 
be, the selection of specialty lamps and systems that can 
be tailored to meet client specifications is just as diverse.

But how do customers know which light sources make 
sense for their applications? As a service provider, Heraeus 
supports customers around the world with application 
centers that tackle this problem. “Application technology 
is a key factor for success in the specialty light sources 
business. We can already simulate and calculate many 
processes at this time. Successful testing in our ap-
plication centers is indispensable for proving suitability 
for daily use, and it is crucial for customer purchasing 
decisions,” states Rainer Küchler, Managing Director of 
Heraeus Noblelight.

Many customers first get to know the specialty light source 
manufacturer via one of the UV and IR application centers. 
The centers are fully equipped to perform practical testing 
with customer materials, in order to approximate real-
world use as closely as possible. The tests are conducted 
by experienced technicians and then evaluated and dis-
cussed with the customers. 

This service is further enhanced by the company´s own 
accredited measurement lab in Hanau, which is staffed 
by a team of specialists with a vast wealth of experience. 
The three examples that follow demonstrate the benefits of 
these important facilities.
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Practical testing  
for the right application 
How do customers know which specialty lamp  
will address their needs perfectly?
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At Heraeus Noblelight’s accredited 

measurement laboratory, defined 

processes ensure maximum 

transparency and traceability.

Accredited Heraeus measurement 
laboratory

The team of specialists at the Heraeus 
Noblelight measurement lab can draw upon 
a comprehensive wealth of experience. 
Customers benefit from the radiometry lab 
team’s expertise and equipment. A wide 
range of customer-specific measurements 
be conducted in a short period of time, they 
can be performed either in the laboratory in 
Hanau or directly on site. “Our measurement 
lab is DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005 certified 
as a testing lab. The German Accreditation 
Council’s seal guarantees that the measure-
ment results are neutral and meaningful, 
without a doubt,” notes Dr. Ralf Dreiskemper, 
Head of the Measurement Lab (see photo 
above).

The lab examines specifications of infra red 
and UV emitters, such as emission strength, 
radiation flux, radiance, and lifespan. Meas-
urements are taken of wavelengths from VUV 
to infrared, for lamp lengths from 1 to 2,000 
millimeters, and with output from milliwatts 

to 15,000 watts. Customers encounter a 
fully and comprehensively equipped lab 
in Hanau, with the only globe photometer 
optimized for UV measurements, which 
permits faster, more precise, and more cost-
effective measurements than other compa-
rable processes. Measurements in the VUV 
range can be performed in a large vacuum 
chamber. The equipment on site is rounded 
out with a mobile double monochroma-
tor for precise on-site analysis at customer 
facilities, as well as radiometers, photo-
meters, and spectral radiometers. Having 
the opportunity to take measurements with 
several independent systems ensures a high 
degree of reliability in the results.

Contact:

Dr. Ralf Dreiskemper  
ralf.dreiskemper@heraeus.com

Application-oriented radiation measurement1

A special vacuum chamber enables  

measurements of VUV emitters, such 

as those for treating exhaust in kitchen range 

hood systems, for example.
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+++ The Heraeus Noblelight measurement lab was approved by the German Federal Institute for Materials Research and 

Testing in accordance with the Energy-using Products Act (EuPA). The EuPA regulates the replacement of traditional 

light bulbs with energy-saving lamps, for example. +++ The Heraeus measurement laboratory is approved as a testing 

facility for these lamps and monitors parameters such as life span and energy efficiency. +++
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UV Application Competence Center (ACC), Hanau

The new UV Application Competence Center, or ACC for 
short, was founded in Hanau in early 2011. The ACC has 
the technical equipment to test, examine, and optimize 
customers’ UV applications. Visitors can also learn about 
the full diversity of UV applications in detail. The ACC 
possesses cutting-edge equipment including various UV 

radiation emission chambers and a contact angle measur-
ing device, enabling its specialists to test and measure the 
different effects of UV rays. The ACC’s abilities include, 
for example, testing for surface activation of plastic using 
UV light/ozone. 

Modern plastics have become an indispensable part of 
our world, and we encounter them practically everywhere: 
as coatings for flooring, housings, and containers, and 
naturally in the automotive and aircraft industries as well. 
Plastics are often printed, painted, or bonded during pro-

duction. The surfaces often have to be pretreated in order 
to ensure good wettability and adhesion. Physical methods 
such as flame treatment, for example, have become 
increasingly important as environmental considerations are 
taken into account in the analysis of manufacturing proc-
esses. Surface activation of plastic using UV light/ozone 
provides one interesting alternative to traditional physical 
processes.

UV photons in the UVC wavelength range of 200 to 
280 nanometers are very energy-rich and can break the 
chemical bonds in plastic polymers. The open bonds then 
attempt to achieve a stable chemical state as quickly as 
possible and react with atoms in the surrounding environ-
ment. This results in new bonds on the surface that have 
a more polar character. Surface energy climbs along with 
the increased surface polarity, which, in turn, improves the 
adhesion of coatings. 

The efficiency of pretreatment can be proven by measur-
ing the contact angle in the triple point, i.e., on the solid/
liquid/gas boundaries of a water droplet placed on the 
surface. If the contact angle is greater than 90°, then the 
water droplet coalesces into a sphere and will not coat the 
surface, or will do so only poorly. At a contact angle of 0°, 
the droplet flows apart completely and a full surface coat-
ing will result. The range between 0° and 90° is consid-
ered partial to good coverage.

When UV rays with a wavelength below 200 nanometers 
encounter oxygen, ozone is formed. Numerous test series 
at the ACC have demonstrated that utilizing this ozone 
promotes the activation of plastic surfaces. UV/ozone 
pretreatment is capable of activating higher surface ener-
gies on all types of plastics and composition in a short 
time, thereby improving wettability. Furthermore, UV/ozone 
pretreatment is extremely material friendly and simple to 
perform.

Contact: 

Dr. Angelika Roth-Fölsch  
angelika.roth-foelsch@heraeus.com

Surface activation of plastic using UV light2

Contact angle measuring devices enable the precise analysis of wetting 

behavior when subjected to UV rays.
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Want to know more?

Thomas Lödel

Marketing

Heraeus Noblelight GmbH

Heraeusstraße 12-14, 63450 Hanau 

Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-8480

E-mail: thomas.loedel@heraeus.com

www.heraeus-noblelight.com

Sweet temptation in the infrared application center3

A deep-drawing process  

makes candy packaging out  

of cornstarch film.

Application Center, Kleinostheim

Nowadays there are Heraeus test centers for infrared emit-
ters all over the world, but it all started at the application 
center in Kleinostheim, Germany. The application center 
glows a friendly orange color; customers are greeted by 
name on the monitor. They can become more familiar with 
the products in display cases and learn more about funda-
mentals and applications using interactive touchscreens. 
The application center offers ideal opportunities for work-
ing together with customers to optimize their company-
specific industrial heating processes. The wavelength of 
infrared emitters has a great impact on heating process 
efficiency: The better the emission wavelength is suited to 
the absorption spectrum of the material being heated, the 
more efficient the process. Product color, material, and 
shape also influence the absorption of radiation. Practical 
tests are often the only way to demonstrate how to make 
a heating process more efficient. This was the case for a 
particularly sweet temptation – candy packaging made 
from bioplastics.

Optimized heating process for candy packaging 
Pralines, chocolates, and other candies are packaged in 
boxes with plastic inserts made from deep drawn sheets  
of plastic. Bioplastic inserts are a relatively new develop-
ment. Infrared emitters from Heraeus Noblelight are help-
ing Plantic Technologies, a company located near Jena, 
Germany, with deep drawing bioplastics.

Bioplastics are environmentally friendly because they are 
produced from renewable raw materials rather than petro-
leum, and they are biodegradable and compostable as well. 
Plantic Technologies Ltd. has developed and patented a 
plant starch-based bioplastic made from non-genetically 
modified corn plants. 

Trays, blisters, and dividing inserts for candy packaging 
are made from this cornstarch film. For this process,  
the sheet must be heated and then deep drawn. With  
traditional plastic sheets, this is usually performed in 

several heating steps lasting two seconds each, until the 
molding temperature has been reached. But the corn-
starch plastic’s durability, flexibility, and stability can suf-
fer substantially from such long heating phases. If water 
escapes from the film during the thermoforming process,  
it can become brittle. 

Plantic worked together with Heraeus to test different 
options for optimizing its heating process. Short-wave 
emitters proved to be particularly suitable because their 
high energy output quickly elevated the plastic to the 
drawing temperature of approximately 140°C. So quickly, 
in fact, that almost no water was lost. One module ensures 
homogenous temperature distribution across the film by 
using overlapping emitter ends and different individually 
controlled zones – thus optimizing the deep drawing  
process for cornstarch plastic sheets. Real-world applica-
tion has also shown that waste has been minimized  
during the startup process.

Contact: 

Frank Diehl 
frank.diehl@heraeus.com
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Whether for chocolate or its packaging – testing optimizes heating  

processes for manufacturing.
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At the ninth annual Heraeus Innovation Awards, first priz-
es were awarded to a new temperature measurement de-
vice for the aluminum industry and an efficient process for 
manufacturing large quartz glass tubes for silicon wafers. 
The winner of the product innovation award was Jan Cuy-
pers, a developer in the sensors business group (Heraeus 
Electro-Nite). He revolutionized measurement technology 
with FiberLance™, which directly and precisely measures 
molten media temperatures in industrial furnaces used for 
aluminum manufacturing. Quartz glass fibers connected to 
light detecting sensors are used for temperature measure-
ment instead of industry-standard thermocouples and py-
rometers.  Michael Hahn, Production Manager at Heraeus 
Quarzglas, won the award for process innovation thanks to 
a low-cost, flexible, globally standardized manufacturing 
process for large-diameter quartz glass tubes. These tubes 
are stable at high temperatures in process chambers and 
are used to produce silicon wafers (300-mm wafer tech-
nology) for microchips and to manufacture solar cells. 

The Innovation Award has recognized excellence  
since 2003
“Heraeus has been successfully writing industrial history 
for 160 years, with both product and process innovations. 
There are people behind these innovations: our colleagues 
in research, development, application technology, and en-
gineering. Your innovations are essential to our success,” 
said Dr. Frank Heinricht, Chairman of the Heraeus Holding 
Board of Management, thanking the winners.

The Heraeus Innovation Award was launched in 2003. All 
Heraeus researchers and developers worldwide are eligible 
to participate. More than 190 product innovations have 
been submitted since 2003, and a total of 29 products 
and processes have been honored. “Our Innovation Awards 
recognize top performance that contributes to the com-
pany’s success and have a motivating effect,” emphasized 
Dr. Tanja Eckardt, Head of Innovation Management at 
Heraeus. 

Heraeus  
innovation awards 2011
Revolutionary temperature measurement with optical 
fibers and efficient production of quartz glass tubes 
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BEsT ProDucT innovaTion 
Revolutionary temperature measurement –  
Glass fibers conquer the aluminum bath  
(Jan Cuypers, Heraeus Electro-Nite)
Aluminum is favored the world over as a light metal by the 
automotive, aircraft, and packaging industries. Precise 
temperature control is essential to its manufacture. Fast, 
accurate temperature measurement of the aluminum bath 
(electrolysis) means a more energy efficient manufacturing 
process. Heraeus Electro-Nite developer Jan Cuypers and 
his team have come up with a true innovation in measure-
ment technology. Instead of utilizing industry-standard 
thermocouples, the sensor experts offer temperature meas-
urement with optical fibers. FiberLance™ was developed 
to directly and precisely measure bath temperatures in 
industrial furnaces for primary aluminum manufacturing. 
The measurement system uses new technology: an optical 
fiber connected to a light-detecting sensor. 

Read more about FiberLance™ on page 8

BEsT ProcEss innovaTion  
A cost-effective process for manufacturing large-diameter 
quartz glass tubes for the semiconductor industry  
(Michael Hahn, Heraeus Quarzglas)
The ultrapure high-tech material quartz glass has be-
come indispensable in the production of optical fibers for 
the telecommunications industry, 
semiconductors, and solar cells for 
photovoltaics. Microchips are made 
from silicon wafers with a diameter 
of 300 millimeters. Large-diameter 
quartz glass tubes play a key role in 
manufacturing these wafers.  
These tubes are stable at high  
temperatures and are needed for  
numerous steps performed in process  
chambers. Thanks to a process 
innovation by Michael Hahn and an 
international team of developers, 
Heraeus Quarzglas can manufacture 
large-diameter quartz glass tubes for 
300-mm wafer technology even more cost-effectively and 
efficiently. “With this unique, flexible process and globally 
standardized reshaping processes, we have considerably  
reduced the process steps compared to the previous 
procedure. This innovation allows us to make even larger 
tubes for the next generation of silicon wafers, which are 
based on 450-mm technology,” emphasizes Production 
Manager Michael Hahn. 

ProDucT innovaTion 2nD PlacE: 
Clevios – organic electronics for touchscreens  
(Dr. Stephan Kirchmeyer, Heraeus Precious Metals)
Under the brand name Clevios™, Heraeus produces 
conductive polymers that take the form of bluish disper-
sions; they form electrical functional 
coatings and are finding more and 
more areas of application in our 
daily lives. Flexible touchscreens for 
smartphones and tablet PCs repre-
sent one new, extremely promising 
use. These intuitive user interfaces 
are based on innovative microelec-
tronics on thin films with conductive 
coatings. With a combination of 
various conductive polymers and a 
newly developed etching techno logy, 
Dr. Stephan Kirchmeyer, Head of 
the Functional Coatings Business 
Unit, and a team of developers from 
the Heraeus Conductive Polymers 
Division have succeeded in making these functional films 
on touchscreens completely invisible to the human eye. 

Read more about Clevios™ on page 40

Temperature measurement with FiberLance™
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ProDucT innovaTion 3rD PlacE: 
Innovative platinum protection system lowers cost  
of manufacturing special glass  
(Nicole Gübler, Heraeus Materials Technology)
Because of their chemical resistance and high melting 

points, platinum and its 
alloys are used as a compo-
nent material in the glass 
industry during the melting 
and manufacture of spe-
cial glass (such as display 
panels) at high temperatures 
above 1,400°C. The hotter 
the molten glass, the more 
efficiently high-quality glass 
can be refined and produced. 
The bad news: At the high 
temperatures used, platinum 
reacts with oxygen to form 

platinum oxides and evaporates from the surface of com-
ponents. The higher the working temperature, the greater 
the evaporation rate, and the faster the component will  
be damaged and ultimately destroyed. 

Nicole Gübler, developer at Heraeus Materials Techno-
logy, described the challenge: “The customer wanted 
us to develop a platinum component that could be used 
at 1,650°C for up to 8,000 hours without major boil-
off losses.” She and her team developed an innovative 
ceramic layer that is applied like a second skin to seal the 
platinum component. This protective covering significantly 
inhibits the evaporation of platinum as platinum oxide and 
allows for a working temperature of 1,650°C. Compo-
nents in the worldwide glass industry contain more than 
100 tons of platinum. This innovation helps reduce the 
processing and thus manufacturing costs for special glass 
while saving valuable resources.
Dr. Jörg Wetterau

What are the roles and 
 responsibilities of Innovation 
Management at Heraeus?

Our most important responsibil-
ity in Innovation Management 
is to promote the exchange of 
knowledge and networking both 
within the Heraeus Group and 
with external partners in science 
and industry. We do this by host-
ing events such as technology 
days and workshops, as well as 
getting involved with trade as-
sociations. It is essential that we 
demonstrate the importance of 
innovation for our company and 
get people excited about innova-
tive products and processes by 
recognizing them with the annual 
Innovation Award. Overall, it is 
about fostering a vibrant culture 
of innovation, in which creativity 
and entrepreneurial success can 
thrive. 

Heraeus has been developing  
innovative products for 160 
years. How can this culture of  
innovation be sustained in the 
future?  

Because of our  
decentralized struc-
ture, our diverse 
business groups are 
well positioned to act 
on upcoming trends, 
technologies, and 
market demands. Our 
openness to change, 
international focus, 
and expert employees form the 
basis for continual innovation. 
Innovation Management supports 
the business groups in the devel-
opment process, for example, by 
providing relevant contacts and 
inspiring developers with oppor-
tunities for lively exchange.  

How do you understand the word 
“innovation”?  

In general, innovation is the suc-
cessful commercial implemen-

tation of ideas and 
inventions. Of course, 
it can only be an eco-
nomic success if the 
customer sees some 
advantage or benefit 
in it. That‘s why inno-
vations at Heraeus are 
often initiated by our 
customers. For us, in-
novation includes not 

only new products and materials 
or a combination of the two, but 
also improvements to our internal 
processes or developments in our 
services, including simulations 
and recycling concepts. 

How important are events like 
the Innovation Award at Heraeus?  

The events introduce people to 
one another and to new fields, 
and this encourages exchange 
and collaboration across depart-
ments and business groups. The 
Innovation Award recognizes top 
achievements that contributes 
to the company’s success. The 
developers who take part are very 
proud of their innovative work,  
as they should be.

Dr. Tanja Eckardt, Head of Heraeus Innovation Management

Four questions for: 
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Contact: tanja.eckardt@heraeus.com
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Did you know?

New scavenger technology functions like  
a  chemical magnet   

Many catalytic processes in the chemical industry  
generate large amounts of fluid residue containing  
low concentrations of precious metal catalysts,  
often far below 100 ppm. Up until now, it  
simply was not affordable or profitable to  
recycle them. A new adsorption process  
(scavenger technology) being  
offered in cooperation with the  
PhosphonicS company in the  
UK will allow Heraeus to  
efficiently reprocess waste  
solutions that contain even low  
concentrations of precious metals.  
This process is almost like pulling 
finely distributed precious metal residue from the solution with a 
chemical magnet. The precious metal is bound to the surface of 
the adsorption medium. This allows the residues, which were once 
highly diluted, to be concentrated by a factor of 100 to 10,000. The 
material with its valuable content is then transported to Heraeus  
for recovery and reprocessed using wet chemical processes to yield 
pure precious metal.

Read more about the refining services of Heraeus at: 

www.heraeus-recycling.com

Heraeus is a partner in the joint “TPult” project

The TPult project launched in Octo-
ber 2011 as a joint effort sponsored 
by the German Ministry of Educa-
tion and Research (BMBF) aimed at 
creating an energy-efficient thermo-
plastic matrix pultrusion process for 
manufacturing composite material 
components in series production 
(TPult). Heraeus’ specialty light 
sources business group (Heraeus Noblelight) is a partner in 
the subproject for developing process-integrated infrared 
preheating technology. The Industrial Process Technology 
Division will be working through 2014 on heating methods 
required for a new pultrusion process for innovative carbon 
composite materials. 

Read more about about infrared technology at:  

www.heraeus-noblelight.com/infrared

High-precision absorption measurement:  
the D2plus deuterium lamp 

Deuterium lamps provide a complete light spectrum from 
ultraviolet through the visible range, making them the ideal 
light source for high-precision absorption measurements in 
laboratory analysis for applications such as blood testing, 
including doping and drug testing. To achieve the lowest de-
tection limits and highest resolution in cutting-edge analysis 
equipment, Heraeus has introduced the newest generation of 
deuterium lamps, D2plus, offering around 30 percent higher 
performance with two to three times lower noise levels. As 
such, they are ideal for use in ultra 
high performance liquid chromatog-
raphy (UPHLC) detectors. 

Read more about  

specialty light sources  

for analytical and optical 

applications at:  

www.heraeus-noblelight.com

Silver conductive pastes for more efficient solar cells 

Silver, in the form of conductive pastes, 
plays an important role in the electron-
ics and photovoltaic industries. This 
includes silver-based pastes for 
manufacturing very fine, high- 
conductivity contact paths on 
solar cells. These constitute  
the tracks on the solar cells.  
Heraeus is constantly developing  
new formulas in order to offer customers  
innovative technology solutions. The  
requirements for new generations of paste include high 
efficiency, low consumption, and reduced silver content. The 
electroplating pastes introduced in 2011 for front-side contact, 
SOL9410/9411, make it possible to produce highly efficient 
crystalline solar cells and are optimized for production with 
high throughput and low cost. The new SOL200 series of pastes 
is designed for the back-side contacts of crystalline solar cells 
and features a low silver content. The product line focuses on 
innovative pastes for new cell designs.

Read more about the Heraeus Group‘s full  

portfolio of services for the photovoltaic industry at:  

www.heraeus-photovoltaics.com
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“Suprasil® 3001 is optically isotropic, highly homogenous, 
and ideal for manufacturing multidimensional optics 
such as prisms, extremely curved lenses, beam splitters, 
and beam controlling systems,” states Dr. Mark Altwein, 
Business Unit Manager at Heraeus Quarzglas. “For these 
reasons, this type of quartz glass is the best material for 
high-energy lasers that operate in the near infrared range 
(NIR lasers). Diode lasers use it in the field of medical 
technology, for modern laser-processing of materials in 
systems with a load capacity of up to 20 kW and for spec-
troscopic optics.”

Preventing thermal lens build-up 
Modern laser systems that operate in the wavelength range 
from 940 to 1064 nanometers require the use of optics 
with increasing laser output that display very low absorp-
tion in the near infrared range (NIR). “The absorption of 
laser light through the O-H bond excites hydroxyl groups 
into oscillation; this can increase heat locally by 300°C. 
The consequence is thermal lens build-up and changes 
to the refractive index. The ‘new’ lens begins to defocus, 
with an increasingly more pronounced effect the warmer 
the optics become. The laser system is unusable at that 
point,” describes Altwein. 

Extremely low hydroxyl content in the silica glass is crucial 
for preventing thermal lens build-up. While the OH content 
in standard Suprasil® lies between 800 and 1000 ppm, 
this has been reduced by a factor of 1000 in Suprasil® 
3001 and 3002. The material is initially produced in a 
method similar to quartz glass preforms for the manu-
facture of optical fibers for the internet – using flame 
hydrolysis. In this process, a gas carrier containing silicon, 
such as silicon tetrachloride, is converted in an oxygen 
flame by means of a gas reaction. SiO2 nanoparticles are 
created from the gas phase, which deposit layer by layer 

no more absorption  
due to “water”
New generation of quartz glass improves  
performance of solid state lasers 

The use of high-performance lasers in medical technology and materials processing requires technologically sophisticated 
optical systems. In view of the growing requirements for optical homogeneity and birefringence, quartz glass that is free of 
bubbles and flaws is becoming increasingly essential. Absorption due to “water” – i.e., hydroxyl groups (OH) in the silica 
glass – must be as minimal as possible in the infrared wavelength range. With the Suprasil® 3001 and Suprasil® 3002 
generations of quartz glass, Heraeus has developed a nearly OH-free, extremely low-absorption synthetic material that 
meets demands for high optical quality for broadband applications ranging from ultraviolet to the near infrared. 

Absorption of several types of quartz glass at 1064 nm
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on a ceramic tube via the soot process to form a white, 
nanoporous, low-density body (approx. ¼ the density of 
glass) and large inner surface. This body is purified and 
dried using reactive gases and then sintered or vitrified in 
a vacuum at a very high temperature. The result is bubble-
free quartz glass with a low OH content. 
 
Inhomogeneity disappears during refining
After vitrification, the products go their separate ways. 
While the RIC preforms for optical fiber manufac turing 
must still be mechanically processed, glass for laser 
 applications must be optically “refined”. Although the  
OH content is at an extraordinarily low level of less than  
1 ppm, one consequence of the layering process  during 
the gas phase is inhomogeneity in the glass. 

For laser applications, Suprasil® 3001 must be absolutely 
homogenous and optically isotropic in all three dimen-

sions. The specific optical properties in the glass are 
refined, modified, adjusted, and measured bit by bit, until 
the quartz glass finally exhibits precisely identical optical 
properties along the entire piece. “Optical homogeneity is 
a primary criterion for minimal wavefront distortion of the 
laser optics.” But what exactly happens during this refin-
ing process for optical applications? “We‘re not telling, of 
course,” grins Altwein. “Once the process is complete, we 
perform quality control of the physical properties in our 
measurement lab, such as by using interferometry.”

Heraeus developed synthetic quartz glass back in 1955, 
and the product quickly made a name for itself in space 
travel as a material for reflectors and windows under the 
brand name Suprasil® – and even made it to the moon 
as prism material for laser reflectors. Since that time, 
Suprasil® has been specified and expanded to include a 
broad range of products for a variety of laser types and 
applications. Suprasil® 3001 has meanwhile become the 
preferred silica glass for broadband applications in the  
UV to NIR range. Dr. Jörg Wetterau
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A look at the inside of the VIRGO gravitational wave detector:  

The power recycling mirror optic is in the foreground.

Source: Photo courtesy of the European Gravitational Observatory

A powerful laser beam penetrates quartz glass.
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In 1966, Charles Kao described how light signals 
could travel for many kilometers with the help of 
fiber optic cables winning him the Nobel Prize 
in Physics in 2009. Kao‘s discovery paved the 
way for today‘s fast internet connections. The 
internet’s increasing demand for bandwidth 
generates rising demand for optical fibers – 
reaching 200 million installed kilometers 
of optical fibers in 2011. Additional 
drivers include cloud computing, video 
on demand and above all the rapid 
expansion of fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) 
for bringing the highest bandwidth into 
homes. What many do not know: The  
optical fibers are made of quartz glass.

Heraeus has been producing quartz glass 
for over 111 years and its technological in-
novations help to increase the speed of data 
transmission for every internet user. As early 
as 1975, the company developed a deposi-
tion method for fluorine doping of silica glass 
(Fluosil®), which is used to manufacture preforms 
for optical fibers. Since 2004, Heraeus has been 
producing ultrapure synthetic silica glass tubes 
and cylinders for the manufacture of millions of 

kilometers of high-performance optical fibers by 
using the RIC method. This technology (RIC 

stands for “rod in cylinder”) substantially 
reduces production costs for optical 

fibers. RIC cylinders are directly fused 
with customers’ quartz glass core rods 
during the fiber drawing process – at 
approximately 2,000°C and a drawing 
rate of 120 kilometers per hour. Using 
three meters long preforms weighing 

up to 250 kilograms, producers can 
draw up to 6,000 kilometers of standard 

glass fiber without changing the preform.  

Demand is growing for specialty glass fibers
These days it is no longer enough to produce the largest  
high-purity quartz glass preforms. Large quantities of 
specialty fibers are in demand for an even faster internet 
world. With standard fibers (single mode or multimode), 
only undoped quartz glass with little or no optical function 
is used as a cladding material. With the new specialty 
fiber types for telecommunications, doped quartz glass in 
the cladding layer is taking on a light-transmitting func-
tion as well.

38

Glass fibers have an enormous capacity for transmitting data. A single fiber 

can transmit several terabytes per second, enough in theory to supply one 

thousand connections with 100 Mbit/s. An individual glass fiber is only 

0.125 millimeters in diameter! In order to conduct light, the fibers consist 

of a light-transmitting core with a high refractive index and a cladding layer 

with a low refractive index. The light propagates down the fiber core by total 

internal reflection at the core-cladding boundary – even when the fiber is 

bent. Finer than a hair at just nine micrometers in diameter, the core allows 

data encoded in very short pulses of light to travel at high speed over long 

distances without distortion. Size, precise processing, the highest level of 

purity, transparency and homogeneity are all quality characteristics crucial 

to glass fiber performance.

How does a  
glass fiber work?

Did you know?
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Dr. Martin Trommer, Development Director of Synthetic 
Quartz Glass at Heraeus Quarzglas. Representing his team, 
he won first place in the 2010 Heraeus Innovation Awards 
in the product innovations category.

“With the availability of customized fluorine-doped tubes, 
we can combine them with RIC technology to blaze trails 
in new technological trends for optical telecommunication 
fibers. This system will enable us to launch new applica-
tions and enter new markets together with our customers,” 
note Trommer and Sattmann, looking confidently to the 
future. Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Transmitting light 
around tight corners

Internet: Highly flexible optical fibers optimize  
fiber-to-the-home applications  
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Dr. Ralph Sattmann, Head of Technical Customer Support 
at Heraeus Quarzglas, sees more trends. “The telecom-
munications industry requires bend-insensitive fibers and 
especially low-damping fibers. Bend-insensitive fibers are 
much easier to lay than normal glass fibers, almost like 
copper cables. Low damping properties enable longer 
link routes without the need to reprocess or amplify the 
signal. For us as a supplier, the new requirements of these 
specialty fibers have to be met through material develop-
ment. An example is the development and production of 
quartz glass with a precisely defined drop in refractive 
index, achieved through customized doping with elements 
such as fluorine.”

Massive leap forward in highly flexible glass fibers
In 2010, Heraeus made a massive leap forward in bend-
insensitive glass fibers used specifically in FTTH applica-
tions. Previous optical fibers have a limited bend radius 
which, if exceeded, attenuates light and ultimately leads 
to data loss when transmitting information. Customers can 
now take advantage of a completely bendable fiber, allow-
ing the superfine glass fibers to be installed in the tightest 
corners with no data loss especially useful in fiber-to-the-
home applications. Previously, fiber with these qualities 
was relatively expensive and could only be manufactured 
in small batches. 

Heraeus’ development of customized fluorine-doped 
quartz glass tubes enables its customers to produce highly 
flexible quartz glass fiber extremely efficiently and in large 
quantities. “We are setting a new benchmark here for the 
manufacture of bend-insensitive optical fibers,” states  

Want to know more?

Dr. Ralph Sattmann

Technical Customer Support

Heraeus Quarzglas GmbH & Co. KG

Quarzstr. 8, 63450 Hanau

Phone: +49 (0) 6181.35-6533

E-mail: ralph.sattmann@heraeus.com

www.heraeus-quarzglas.com

High-purity quartz glass from 

Heraeus is used in the production 

of optical fibers.
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Even if it is not immediately visible from the outside, 
CHEMPARK Leverkusen is a home to part of Heraeus. In 
this small, city-like area lies the production development 
laboratories and administration center of the Conductive 
Polymers Division, formerly Heraeus Clevios GmbH. The 
remarkable expertise behind the products produced by this 
innovative Heraeus subsidiary can be difficult to see as 
well. The Conductive Polymers Division produces and sells 
conductive polymer dispersions. These bluish fluids are 
finding an increasing number of applications as functional 
electrical coatings for electrodes in capacitors or as struc-
tured coatings on touchscreens, for example.  

Dr. Stephan Kirchmeyer, Head of the Functional Coat-
ings business unit, proudly presents a showroom filled 
with products coated with Clevios™ brand conductive 
polymers. The spectrum ranges from capacitors and 
circuit boards to coated conductive films for the solar, 
automotive, glass, optics, electronics, and OLED display 
industries. The combination of high electrical conductivity, 
transparency, flexibility, and easy processing has led to a 
diverse range of uses and success for these special con-
ductive plastics. One application found in everyday life: 
mobile phones and laptops. Electronic devices contain 
capacitors as components that utilize conductive poly-
mers as electrodes (cathodes). “If you were to remove the 
casing from a capacitor, you would find something bluish 
black next to the metal electrodes: the Clevios polymer,” 
explains Dr. Kirchmeyer with a smile.

A discovery honored with the Nobel Prize
It sounds odd at first: a plastic that conducts electricity? 
People tend to think of plastic as a non-conductive insula-
tor. But back in 1977, American and Japanese scientists 
succeeded in making a polyacetylene film conduct elec-

tricity by chemically treating it with halogens. Since the 
discovery of conductive plastics – which was honored with 
the Nobel Prize for Chemistry in 2000 – the conductivity 
of polymers has been improved by a factor of 100. “Our 
researchers have contributed significantly to this discovery 
by continuing to develop and improve an industrial prod-
uct called PEDOT,” reports Stephan Kirchmeyer with more 
than a little pride. 
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Brain power  
in blue bottles
Heraeus is the market leader in conductive  
polymers for capacitors and touchscreens 

Most tantalum and aluminum capacitors contain Clevios polymers.
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The initial material, a thio-
phene-based monomer bonded 
with a steadily improving polymer 
with the chemical name PEDOT 
(polyethylenedioxythiophene), has 
led to a product spectrum with indi-
vidually customized properties. But pure 
PEDOT polymer itself is not readily process-
able. 

The magic word is PEDOT:PSS – the solution to making 
the material processable. During polymerization another 
polymer, polystyrene sulfonic acid (or PSS for short) 
is added, which compensates for the positive charges 
(doping) in PEDOT and makes the polymer dispersible in 
water. “We have poured all of our brain power into these 
solutions and the company now sells them worldwide,” 
says Kirchmeyer. The conductivity of the different versions 
of Clevios™ PEDOT:PSS can be adjusted by many degrees 
of magnitude from the conductivity of semiconductors to 
metals. 

  

For coating purposes, the water-dispersed polymer can 
be incorporated into formulations that add functionali-
ties such as adhesiveness or scratch-resistence to the 
layer. The customer then coats or prints its products with 
the polymers and cures the coating layer. This has the 
advantage of an enormous process improvement and cost 
reduction for the finished components. So in addition to 
the polymer, Heraeus also sells a variety of pre-formulated 
coatings and printing pastes with viscosity and conductiv-
ity tailored to suit different application processes.

Modern high-tech: organic 

 electronics for touchscreens

From monomer to conductive polymer
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Smooth transition from the lab to the production facility
Heraeus produces about 10 base polymers that can be 
used in approximately 100 different applications, as well 
as customer-specific polymers and formulations. The 
division ships approximately four tons of finished samples 
every year for customers to use in testing and prototype 
development. The next step involves production in a pilot 
facility to improve laboratory methods for the industrial 
process. With 700 tons of materials sold, Heraeus ac-
counts for more than 50 percent of worldwide sales for 
these products. The facility setup also reflects the tight in-
tegration of research, application technology, and produc-
tion. Pilot plants and laboratories are connected directly 
to the pilot facilities and production floor. This facilitates 
a smooth transition from scale up in the lab through the 
pilot facility to full-scale production. 
 
A department of experienced researchers keeps innovation 
alive and ensures that more new products from Leverkusen 
reach customers every month. Almost 40 percent of the 
division’s approximately 80 employees are engaged in new 
product development and testing, supporting application 
technology customers in their work with products, or cus-
tomizing products for clients. Dr. Armin Sautter, chemist 
and Head of the New Technologies unit, knows every inch 
of the large laboratory like the back of his hand. “We are 
fully equipped with the technology to replicate customer 
processes such as capacitor production, for example. We 
have printing technologies including inkjet, screen print-
ing, and gravure printing on site. By replicating customer 
processes, we accelerate our development cycles and 

ensure that our new products also work in our customers’ 
facilities.” 

Innovative polymers optimize tantalum capacitors
Capacitors are a key area of application for conductive poly-
mers, especially tantalum and aluminum types. A capacitor 
stores an electrical charge and, to simplify, consists of 
two electrodes separated by a thin dielectric layer. In a 
tantalum capacitor, one electrode (the anode) is a pellet 
composed of sintered tantalum metal powder in a sponge-
like structure with a very large surface, on which tantalum 
oxide is electrochemically grown as a dielectric. The con-
ductive polymer is used as the second electrode (cath-
ode); because it is a fluid, it penetrates from the external 
surface into the finest pores of the sponge structure on the 
tantalum sintered pellet. A thin coating of solid conductive 
polymer forms during the subsequent drying step. 

At approximately 20 nanometers, the conductive poly-
mer film is extremely thin. “When optimizing polymers, 
understanding all the electrical processes and interactions 
between the different materials in the capacitor is essen-
tial. That’s why we produce our own capacitors for testing 
purposes, which we fully characterize electrically and ex-
amine down to the smallest detail in lifespan testing. Our 
goal is always to improve capacitor properties by optimiz-
ing our conductive polymers,” explains Dr. Sautter. “We 
can achieve significant progress in the areas of high break-
down voltage, which is a measure of the actual voltage 
a capacitor can handle, or in the long-term durability of 
capacitors at the high temperatures they might encounter 
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Manufacture of conductive polymers in full-scale production.

Comparison of electrical 
conductivity
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in auto-
motive applica-
tions, for example.” 

Another goal in the area of capacitor development is 
utilizing the expensive tantalum metal more efficiently. 
A new generation of polymers is opening up this savings 
potential, while at the same time improving capacitor 
properties. “Nanoscale polymers have been developed to 

penetrate the sponge-like structures and pores of tantalum 
powder. The challenge lies in optimizing the mixture of 
smaller particles that infiltrate into the pores and coarser 
particles that coat the surface,” states Dr. Sautter. 

The high conductivity of the polymer reduces the equiva-
lent serial resistance (ESR) value in the capacitor to levels 

that cannot be achieved with manganese dioxide or 
liquid electrolytes. “The low ESR value 
is crucial for handling the higher 
frequencies found in computers and 

smart phones,” notes Dr. Sautter, 
looking out the laboratory window at the 

CHEMPARK with satisfaction. 
Dr. Jörg Wetterau

Want to know more?
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E-mail: stephan.kirchmeyer@heraeus.com
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Conductive polymers are bluish fluids in dispersion form.

Organic electronics for touchscreens   

Conductive transparent films for flexible touchscreens in smart phones 

and tablet computers are an extremely interesting new field of applica-

tion. Touchscreens are increasingly replacing traditional mechanical 

interfaces, such as keyboards and switches. Touchscreens have firmly 

established themselves in the modern electronics world as large sur-

face, touch-sensitive monitors. A light touch with your finger opens up 

a new menu as if by magic, and you can browse with a quick tap of the 

screen. These intuitive user interfaces are made possible by innovative 

microelectronics on thin films with conductive coatings. Previously the 

brittle metal oxide ITO (indium tin oxide) had been used to create a 

conductive coating, but was labor-intensive and expensive to apply. Its 

brittleness also rendered it a less than optimal solution from a mechan-

ical perspective. “Significant progress in improving the conductivity of 

the Clevios polymer has enabled polymer-coated films to be imple-

mented in this technology as well. As with capacitors, polymers have 

proven to be superior in terms of both cost effectiveness and technical 

properties,” emphasizes Dr. Stephan Kirchmeyer. 

Modern touchscreen technology requires the surface to be specifically 

structured into conductive and nonconductive areas. Previous methods 

required removing sections of the conductive coating. The slight 

bluish coloration prevents using this approach with polymers, since 

the sections removed would be visible as shaded areas. An etching 

technology developed by Heraeus has now replaced mechanical struc-

turing by deactivating the conductivity without removing the polymer. 

This results in conductive structures that are completely invisible to 

the naked eye. “We have achieved a breakthrough in the use of our 

conductive polymers with this discovery,” explains Kirchmeyer. “There 

is no perceivable difference in color anymore, and a growing number 

of touchscreen manufacturers are interested in our conductive poly-

mers because of this new structuring option.”
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Recycling precious metals spares the environment and 
saves resources; silver pastes improve the efficiency of 
silicon solar cells; and the chemical industry makes a 
significant contribution to the advancement of renewable 
energy. These were the core messages of the Heraeus 
Technology Forum hosted by Heraeus in Hanau at the 
end of November 2011. The theme: “How can chemistry 
and precious metals conserve resources and improve the 
efficiency of renewable energy sources?” 

Experts from Heraeus, the German Chemical Industry 
Association (VCI), and Fraunhofer IWKS, a new Fraun-
hofer Institute project group that focuses on strategies for 
preserving scarce resources, spoke about conserving valu-
able raw materials (precious metal recycling, replacement 
of materials) and how the chemical industry is adapting 
to meet future energy needs. Tailored for technology 
and business journalists, the forum included behind-
the-scenes tours that provided a look at precious metals 
recycling and the production of silver pastes for solar cells 
at Heraeus.

Heraeus instituted an annual Technology Forum for 
journalists in 2007 with the goal of making its expertise 
in innovation and technology more widely known. Working 
with precious metals such as platinum and gold, dental 
and medical products, sensors, quartz glass and specialty 
light sources, Heraeus has developed a vast array of prac-
tical everyday products that make our lives easier at work, 
at home, and in our leisure activities – and yet we hardly 
recognize them, because they often go unseen by the user. 
This makes transparent and clear communication about 
innovation topics and products increasingly important. 
“When it comes to technology, we knew long ago that 
simply informing the public about our outstanding prod-
ucts through press releases is not enough. In addition to 

Heraeus Technology Forums create transparency
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First-hand information and a look behind the scenes 
for trade journalists

2011 Heraeus Technology Forum: Experts from Heraeus, the VCI, and the 

Fraunhofer Institute discussed the conservation of resources and energy.   
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our now indispensible Web 2.0 tools and our technology 
report magazine, a direct connection to media representa-
tives plays a major role. They represent crucial multipliers 
for us. With technology forums at various locations, we 
bring together external and in-house experts to shed light 
on interesting and socially relevant topics,” explains Dr. 
Frank Heinricht, Chairman of the Board of Management 
of Heraeus Holding GmbH. Past forums have focused on 
medical technology, high-tech products, and environmen-
tal protection. Dr. Jörg Wetterau

For more information about Heraeus Technology Forums for journalists 

and innovation communications at Heraeus, please write to: 

technologyreport@heraeus.com 
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Heraeus sponsors and organizes regional competition for 
young scientists  

Heraeus began sponsoring and organizing the regional Rhine-Main East 

competition called Jugend forscht (Young Scientists) in 2011. There’s a 

special reason for sponsoring what is probably the best-known competition 

for young scientists in Germany: The Young Scientists competition aims to 

encourage extraordinary talents and achievements in science, mathematics, 

and technology. “The current shortage of skilled workers makes promoting 

young talent more essential than ever. Like others who support Young Sci-

entists, we regard it as a good investment. It strengthens our own prospects 

for the future,“ explains Dr. Frank Heinricht, Chairman of the Board of 

Management of Heraeus Holding GmbH. “Through our participation as a 

corporate sponsor, we help ensure the economic security of our region, and 

innovative young men and women learn about our company. The great pro-

ject ideas and results at the first competition showed how much potential 

they have,” emphasizes Dr. Heinricht. 

Participation is open to those up to age 21. The Young Scientists competiti-

on does not specify set tasks. Entrants choose their research topic themsel-

ves. However, it must involve one of these seven disciplines: working world, 

biology, chemistry, geosciences, mathematics/computer science, physics, or 

technology.

More about Young Scientists at Heraeus:  

http://konzern.heraeus.de/de/innovation/ 

jugend_forscht_1/jugend_forscht.aspx

The Heraeus Technology Forums offer media representatives a backstage tour 

of interesting production areas.

Heraeus sponsored and organized a regional Young Scientists competition 

for the first time in February 2011. 

Jugend forscht (Young Scientists) at Heraeus
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Want to know more?
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Mobile phone: Mobile phones have electronic circuits and components 
containing numerous materials from Heraeus for integrated circuit and 
mounting technologies. Ultrafine wires made of gold – thinner than a 
human hair – are used to carry the electric current on semiconductor 
components. 

Smartphone: Conductive polymers are utilized to provide invisible, func-
tional electrical coatings for touchscreens on smartphones.

Internet: Without quartz glass, there would be no internet. Optical fibers 
as  fine as a hair transmit huge amounts of data quickly and securely over 
continents and under oceans. Heraeus provides the primary synthetic 
quartz glass materials needed to manufacture optical fibers.

Laptop: Magnetic data storage devices in computers must be able to 
hold huge amounts of data. Alloys containing precious metals (such as 
ruthenium) are used in data storage and are applied to the storage media 
in razor-thin layers via sputtering targets from Heraeus.

Automobile: Although Heraeus does not manufacture cars, it makes many 
products, such as temperature sensors, infrared emitters or airbag wires, 
that act as unseen helpers in motor vehicles. These products ensure that 
electronics, engines, lighting, and security systems function smoothly 
while also contributing to environmental protection.

Aircraft: Applications for the special metal rhenium include “super alloys” 
for jet engines.

Steel: To ensure the quality of molten steel, its temperature and chemical 
composition are measured at regular intervals. Immersion sensors from 
Heraeus take precise measurements of these parameters within seconds, 
directly in the molten steel. This increases throughput and lowers energy 
consumption during steel manufacturing.

Solar panel: Products such as infrared emitters and silver pastes are 
used to generate environmentally friendly solar power. Solar cells are 
predominantly manufactured from silicon wafers or from thin-film cells 
that are 100 times thinner than traditional cells. Heraeus is developing 
integrated circuit technology, coatings, and heating technology products 
for both concepts.

Glass: The right coating on window glass helps conserve energy in modern 
homes and offices. The glass industry turns to Heraeus for meter-long 
planar and tube-shaped sputtering targets made for large-surface coating 
processes for architectural glass. Coatings containing silver, in particular, 
reduce heat loss and energy costs.

Moon: In 1969, the Apollo 11 mission placed a laser reflector on Earth’s 
natural satellite to determine the exact distance between the Earth and 
the moon. The reflector consists of 100 triple prisms made of quartz glass 
by Heraeus and is still in operation to this day.

Jewelry/precious metal: Chains, rings, and bracelets are likely the most 
timeless use of gold, silver, and platinum. Heraeus produces semi-finished 
goods for jewelry making and also recovers the valuable materials as part 
of its precious metal cycle.

Food: Food processing companies must adhere to extremely stringent 
hygiene requirements, both in manufacturing and packaging. Specialty UV 
emitters from Heraeus help them to sterilize packaging materials reliably. 
So milk stays fresh longer, for example, thanks to modern UV technology.

Restaurant: Commercial kitchens use fats and oils, which leads to depos-
its in exhaust vents and range hoods. Heraeus has developed vacuum UV 
emitters for kitchen range exhaust systems that completely remove grease 
and ensure clean kitchen vents.

Drinking water: Heraeus manufactures ultraviolet lamps to treat water. 
Treatment with UV radiation is a very effective physical process for 
disinfecting water in an environmentally friendly manner without the use 
of chemicals.

Periodicals: Infrared emitters, UV lamps, and UV LEDs dry and harden 
printing inks quickly while saving energy.

Porcelain: Whether the gold rim around a porcelain plate or on a beer 
glass, Heraeus is a global leader in manufacturing decoration products for 
ceramics and glass.

Vegetable: Large catalyst gauzes made of platinum and platinum alloys are 
used in manufacturing fertilizers. The latest generation even eliminates 
the climate-damaging greenhouse gas nitrous oxide, which is generated 
during fertilizer production.

PET bottles: Raw PET undergoes treatment with a special catalyst from 
Heraeus to become food-grade plastic, which is then further processed 
into packaging material for the food and beverage industry.

Pacemakers: Many of today’s pacemakers contain a range of high-tech 
metal and plastic components from Heraeus, such as millimeter-long 
stimulation electrodes and lead wires. These transmit electrical impulses 
to the heart muscle from the pacemaker and, thanks to a special coating, 
also reliably monitor the heart’s natural electrical activity.

Prosthetic hip joints: Bone cement ensures stability and mobility after a 
hip replacement. Palacos® bone cement has set the standard in Europe 
and the USA for anchoring prosthetic hip joints firmly to the bone for over 
50 years.

Oral health: Dental practices and laboratories around the world use 
Heraeus dental products to restore patients’ oral health. From aesthetic 
fillings to perfectly fitted dental prostheses, Heraeus is truly behind every 
smile.

Lighting: When streets and downtown areas glow with a warm, golden-
white light, the source is usually a high-pressure sodium vapor lamp. At 
least two out of three of these lamps contain precision niobium compo-
nents from Heraeus.

Satellite: Special precious metal catalysts (space catalysts) from Heraeus 
are used to break down the rocket fuel hydrazine in satellite engines.

Whether in automobiles or airplanes, in prosthetics or pacemakers, Heraeus expertise and components play a valuable role in 
the design, processing, and application of products we encounter every single day. However, as numerous and varied as these 
constant companions in our lives may be, they all have one thing in common: Heraeus‘ contributions are generally not apparent 
to the casual observer. They may be at a microbial level, as an integral component in a production process, or they may be a 
hidden material with unique properties. The street scene shown here gives you a glimpse into the wide range of indispensable 
products with Heraeus inside. You will see: Heraeus has made its mark just about everywhere you look.
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HERAEUS ALL AROUND US online:
http://konzern.heraeus.de/en/ 
innovation/Innovation.html
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Environment, energy, health, mobility, and communi cations: 
All are future-oriented subjects that inspire the Heraeus 
Group to develop new products that play a role in these 
megatrends. Competent materials technology and tech-
nical innovations bring our customers crucial advantages 
and contribute to technological progress. 

Environment
Global warming, climate change, contaminated drinking water, and greenhouse gases –  
our environment is under more and more stress. Heraeus is helping to protect the environ-
ment and improve our quality of life with its many intelligent and innovative products for 
various fields. Heraeus products do their jobs to protect the environment almost unnoticed 
and nearly invisibly, but very efficiently – whether they are cleaning exhaust emissions, 
purifying drinking water, or protecting the climate.

Energy
The world’s population is using more and more energy, but the supply of crude oil, natural 
gas, coal, and nuclear energy is finite. The sun, on the other hand, is a persistent source 
of power. Therefore, it is becoming more and more important to do the right thing for the 
environment by capturing solar energy. Heraeus has developed numerous products for the 
photovoltaics industry, such as silver conductive pastes for efficiency increase and infrared 
emitters for heat treating of solar cells. Heraeus has also made contributions to energy 
conservation in daily life and in industrial production.

Health
The key market of health and medical technology is gaining importance all over the world. 
Higher life expectancies and better quality of life are fueling demand for services to 
maintain good health. Whether it is dental treatment, hip prosthetics, fighting cancer, or 
treating heart and neurological diseases – products from Heraeus improve quality of life  
in all of these areas.

Mobility
Mobility means flexibility, opportunities to enjoy life, and freedom. Who does not want 
to be mobile and move around independently ? Modern means of transportation – such 
as cars and airplanes – are symbols of mobility. Although Heraeus does not manufacture 
cars, it makes many products that act as unseen helpers in motor vehicles. These products 
contribute to environmental protection and ensure that electronics, engines, lighting, and 
security systems function smoothly.

Communications
Internet, computers, mobile phones, Blackberry devices – our society is communicating 
more quickly and our communication needs are becoming more complex, as ever more 
 information is being sent around the world. Whether in the rapid transfer of data and ima-
ges via optical fibers or the manufacture of microchips and magnetic data storage devices, 
the telecommunications, semiconductor, and electronics industries build on Heraeus’ 
expertise when developing new products and technologies.

mEgaTrEnDs

Read more about Megatrends from Heraeus at:

http://corporate.heraeus.com/en/innovation/megatrends/megatrends_1.aspx



Product diversity and innovation as factors for success 
Precious metals such as platinum and gold, special metals such as niobium and tantalum, sensors, dental products, 
biomaterials, quartz glass, and specialty light sources – Heraeus has set the standard in these industries with innovative 
developments and complex materials technologies since 1851. Industrial and medical products from our globally active, 
family-owned company are widely used every day. Our areas of expertise encompass precious metals (Heraeus Precious 
Metals), materials and technologies (Heraeus Materials Technology), sensors (Heraeus Electro-Nite), biomaterials and 
medical products (Heraeus Medical), as well as dental products (Heraeus Dental), quartz glass (Heraeus Quarzglas) and 
specialty light sources (Heraeus Noblelight) – sectors in which Heraeus ranks among the market and technology leaders.

Precious Metals 
Heraeus Precious Metals is a world leader in industrial precious metals and special metals 
and holds a leading international position in industrial precious metal trading.

Materials and Technologies 
Heraeus Materials Technology manufactures high-tech products from precious metals 
and challenging materials and ranks among the world’s most important providers in this 
industry.

Sensors 
Heraeus Electro-Nite is the world market leader in sensor and measurement systems for 
the steel, aluminum, and foundry industries.

Biomaterials and Medical Products  
Heraeus Medical develops, produces, and markets medical biomaterials used to anchor 
joint prostheses to bone and to stabilize spinal fractures.

Dental 
Heraeus Dental is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of dental products as a single-
source provider of prosthetics and systems for the conservation and restoration of natural 
teeth and has an extensive range of products for dental laboratories and dentists.

Quarzglas 
Heraeus Quarzglas is the technology leader and materials specialist for the manufacture 
and processing of high-purity quartz glass.

Specialty Light Sources 
Heraeus Noblelight counts itself among the market and technology leaders worldwide  
for special lamps with wavelengths from ultraviolet to infrared.

Read more about Heraeus at www.heraeus.com

THE comPany


